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On the Deidability of Cryptographi Protools withOpen-ended Data StruturesRalf K�ustersInstitut f�ur Informatik und Praktishe MathematikCAU Kiel, Germanykuesters�ti.informatik.uni-kiel.deAbstratFormal analysis of ryptographi protools has mainly onentrated on proto-ols with losed-ended data strutures, where losed-ended data struture meansthat the messages exhanged between prinipals have �xed and �nite format.However, in many protools the data strutures used are open-ended, i.e., mes-sages have an unbounded number of data �elds. Formal analysis of protools withopen-ended data strutures is one of the hallenges pointed out by Meadows. Thiswork studies deidability issues for suh protools. We propose a protool modelin whih prinipals are desribed by transduers, i.e., �nite automata with output,and show that in this model seurity is deidable and PSPACE-hard in preseneof the standard Dolev-Yao intruder.1 IntrodutionFormal methods are very suessful in analyzing the seurity of ryptographi proto-ols. Using these methods, many aws have been found in published protools. Bynow, a large variety of di�erent methods and tools for ryptographi protool analysisis available (see [15℄ for an overview). In partiular, for di�erent interesting lassesof protools and intruders, seurity has been shown to be deidable, usually based onthe Dolev-Yao model [7℄ (see the paragraph on related work).Previous work has mostly onentrated on protools with losed-ended data stru-tures, where messages exhanged between prinipals have �xed and �nite format. Inwhat follows, we will refer to these protools as losed-ended protools. In many pro-tools, however, the data strutures are open-ended (see Setion 2 for examples): thenumber of data �elds that must be proessed by a prinipal in one reeive-send ationis unbounded, where reeive-send ation means that a prinipal reeives a message andreats, after some internal omputation, by sending a message. We will all protoolswith open-ended data strutures open-ended.This paper addresses open-ended protools, and thus deals with one of the hal-lenges pointed out by Meadows [15℄. The goal is to devise a protool model rih enoughto apture a large lass of open-ended protools suh that seurity is deidable; thelong-term goal is to develop tools for automati veri�ation of open-ended protools.1



Open-ended protools make it neessary to model prinipals who an perform inone reeive-send ation an unbounded number of internal ations; only then theyan handle open-ended data strutures. Thus, the �rst problem is to �nd a goodomputational model for reeive-send ations. It turns out that one annot simplyextend the existing models. More spei�ally, Rusinowith and Turuani [20℄ desribereeive-send ations by single rewrite rules and show seurity to be NP-omplete. Therewrite rules may ontain non-linear terms (in partiular, messages an be hekedfor equality) and the prinipals have unbounded memory. To handle open-endedprotools, we generalize their model in a anonial way and show that if reeive-send ations are desribed by sets of rewrite rules, seurity is undeidable, even withi) �nite memory and non-linear terms, or ii) unbounded memory and linear terms.Thus, we need a omputational model in whih prinipals have �nite memory andannot ompare messages of arbitrary size for equality.For this reason, we propose to use transduers, i.e., �nite automata with output, asthe omputational model for reeive-send ations, sine transduers satisfy the aboverestritions, and still, an deal with open-ended data strutures. Setion 5.1 ontainsa detailed disussion on our so-alled transduer-based model. The main tehnialresult of this paper is that in the transduer-based model, seurity is deidable andPSPACE-hard under the following assumptions: the number of sessions is bounded,i.e., a protool is analyzed assuming a �xed number of interleaved protool runs; andnones and omplex keys are not allowed. We, however, put no restritions on theDolev-Yao intruder; in partiular, the message size is unbounded. These are standardassumptions also made in most deidable models for losed-ended protools [20, 2, 13℄.1The results indiate that from a omputational point of view, the analysis of open-ended protools is harder than for losed-ended protools, for whih seurity is \only"NP-omplete [20℄. The additional omplexity omes from the fat that now we have,beside the Dolev-Yao intruder, another soure of in�nite behavior: the unboundednumber of internal ations (i.e., paths in the transduers of unbounded length). Thisalso makes it neessary to devise new proof tehniques to show deidability. Roughlyspeaking, using that transduers only have �nite memory we will use a pumpingargument showing that the length of paths in the transduers an be bounded in thesize of the problem instane.Related work. All deidability and undeidability results obtained so far only apply tolosed-ended protools. Deidability depends on the following parameters: Deidabil-ity depends on the following parameters: bounded or unbounded number of sessions,bounded or unbounded message size, absene or presene of pairing, nones, and/oromplex keys.Usually, if one allows for an unbounded number of sessions, seurity is undeidable[1, 8, 2, 9℄, exept when the message size is bounded and nones are disallowed [8℄(then seurity is EXPTIME-omplete), or pairing is disallowed [6, 2℄ (then seurityis in P). The situation is muh better if one puts a bound on the number of sessionsand disallows nones. Then, even with pairing and unbounded message size, seurity1In [20, 13℄, however, omplex keys are allowed.2



is deidable [20, 2, 13℄ and NP-hard [20, 2℄; Rusinowith and Turuani [20℄ show NP-ompleteness with omplex keys. Exept for omplex keys, we make exatly the sameassumptions in our models.To the best of our knowledge, the only ontributions on formal analysis of open-ended protools are the following: The reursive authentiation protool [5℄ has beenanalyzed by Paulson [18℄, using the Isabelle theorem prover, as well as by Bryansand Shneider [4℄, using the PVS theorem prover. The A-GDH.2 protool [3℄ hasbeen analyzed by Meadows [14℄ with the NRL Analyzer, and manually by Pereira andQuisquater [19℄, based on a model similar to the strand spaes model. As mentioned,deidability issues have not been studied so far.Struture of the paper. In Setion 2, we give examples of open-ended protools. Wethen de�ne a generi model for desribing open-ended protools (Setion 3). In thismodel, reeive-send ations an be arbitrary omputations. In Setion 4, we on-sider two instanes of the generi model in whih reeive-send ations are spei�ed bysets of rewrite rules, and show the mentioned undeidability result. The transduer-based model, the instane of the generi protool model in whih reeive-send ationsare given by transduers, is introdued in Setion 5. This setion also ontains thementioned disussion. Setion 6 ontains the atual deidability result and in Se-tion 7 we prove the omplexity lower bound. Finally, we onlude in Setion 8. Theappendix provides a detailed desription of the reursive authentiation protool (Ap-pendix A) and a formalization of this protool in the transduer-based protool model(Appendix B).2 Examples of Open-ended ProtoolsOne example of an open-ended protool is the IKE Protool [12℄, in whih a prinipalneeds to pik a seurity assoiation (SA) among an a priori unbounded list of SAs,where an SA is the olletion of algorithms and other informations used for enryptionand authentiation. Suh a list of SAs is an open-ended data struture, sine it has anunbounded number of data �elds to be examined by a prinipal. An attak on IKE,found by Zhou [22℄ and independently Ferguson and Shneier [10℄, shows that whenmodeling open-ended protools, the open-ended data strutures must be taken intoaount, sine otherwise some attaks might not be found. In other words, as alsopointed out by Meadows [15℄, open-endedness is seurity relevant.Other typial open-ended protools are group protools, for example, the reur-sive authentiation protool [5℄ and the A-GDH.2 protool [3℄, whih is part of theCLIQUES projet [21℄. Group protools often allow for an unbounded number ofreeive-send ations in one protool run. In our models, we will, however, assumea �xed bound on the number of reeive-send ations, sine otherwise, just as in thease of an unbounded number of sessions, seurity in general leads to undeidability.Nevertheless, even with suh a �xed bound it is still neessary to model open-endeddata strutures. The most important reason is that the intruder an produe messageswith an unbounded number of data �elds, whih must be proessed by the prinipals.3



Also, as in the IKE protool, open-ended data strutures may our independently ofwhether there is a bound on the number of reeive-send ations or not.In Appendix A, the reursive authentiation protool is desribed in detail, and inAppendix B we provide a formalization in the transduer-based protool model.3 A Generi Protool ModelOur generi protool model and the underlying assumptions basially oinide withthe ones proposed by Rusinowith et al. [20℄ and Amadio el al. [2℄ for losed-endedprotools. However, the important di�erene is that in the generi model, reeive-sendations are, roughly speaking, binary relations over the message spae, and thus anbe interpreted as arbitrary omputations. In the models of Rusinowith el al. andAmadio et al. , reeive-send ations are desribed by single rewrite rules or proesseswithout loops, respetively.Thus, the generi protool model is a very general framework for open-endedprotools. In fat, it is muh to general to study deidability issues. In the subsequentsetions we will onsider di�erent instanes of this model.The main features of the generi protool model an be summarized as follows:� a generi protool is desribed by a �nite set of prinipals;� the internal state spae of a prinipal may be in�nite (whih, for example, enablesa prinipal to store arbitrarily long messages);� every prinipal is desribed by a �nite sequene of reeive-send ations;� reeive-send ations are arbitrary omputations.We make the following assumptions:� the intruder is the standard Dolev-Yao intruder; in partiular, we do not putrestritions on the size of messages;� prinipals and the intruder annot generate nones;� keys are atomi;� the number of sessions is bounded. More preisely, the sessions onsidered inthe analysis are only those enoded in the protool desription itself.These are standard assumptions also made in deidable models for losed-ended pro-tools; in partiular, they oinide with the ones in [2℄, and exept for omplex keys,with those in [20, 13℄.Let us now give a formal de�nition of the generi protool model.
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3.1 MessagesThe de�nition of messages is rather standard. Let N denote a �nite set of atomimessages, ontaining keys, names of prinipals, et. as well as the speial atomimessage seret. The set of messages (over N ) is the least set M that satis�es thefollowing properties:� N �M;� if m;m0 2M, then mm0 2M;� if m 2M and a 2 N , then ena(m) 2M;� if m 2M, then hash(m) 2M.As usual, onatenation is an assoiative operation, i.e., (mm0)m00 = m(m0m00). Notethat we only allow for atomi keys, i.e., in a message ena(�), a is always an atomimessage.Let " denote the empty message andM" :=M[f"g the set of messages ontaining". Note that " is not allowed inside enryptions or hashes, that is, ena() 62 M" andhash() 62 M".The size jmj of a message m is the number of ourrenes of atomi messages,enryption, and hash funtions in m; j"j := 0.Later, we will also onsider terms, i.e., messages with variables. Let V := fv0; : : : ;vn�1g be a set of variables. Then a term t (over V ) (also written t(v0; : : : ; vn�1))is a message over the atomi messages N [ V , where variables are not allowed askeys, i.e., terms of the form env(�) for some variable v are forbidden. Let T (V )denote the set of terms over V and T"(V ) := T (V ) [ f"g. For t0; : : : ; tn�1; t 2 T"(V ),t[v0=t0; : : : ; vn�1=tn�1℄ denotes the term obtained from t by simultaneously substitut-ing the variables vi by ti. A term t0 2 T"(V ) is a subterm of t 2 T"(V ) if there existsa term t00 2 T (V [ fvg), where v is a new variable ourring exatly one in t00, suhthat t = t00[v=t0℄. A substitution � is a mapping from V into M". If t 2 T"(V ), then�(t) denotes the message obtained from t by replaing every variable v in t by �(v).The depth depth(t) of a term t is the maximum number of nested enryptions andhashes in t, i.e.,� depth(") := 0, depth(a) := 0 for every a 2 N [ V ;� depth(tt0) := maxfdepth(t); depth(t0)g;� depth(ena(t)) := depth(t) + 1; depth(hash(t)) := depth(t) + 1.Given a �nite subset of messages K � M", the maximum depth of messages in K isdenoted by depth(K) := maxfdepth(m) j m 2 d(K)g:3.2 The Intruder ModelWe use the standard Dolev-Yao intruder model [7℄. That is, an intruder has ompleteontrol over the network and an derive new messages from his urrent knowledgeby omposing, deomposing, enrypting, derypting, and hashing messages. As usual5



in the Dolev-Yao model, we make the perfet ryptography assumption. We do notimpose any restritions on the size of messages.The (possibly in�nite) set of messages d(K) the intruder an derive from K �M"is the smallest set satisfying the following onditions:� K � d(K);� if mm0 2 d(K), then m 2 d(K) and m0 2 d(K) (deomposition);� if ena(m) 2 d(K) and a 2 d(K), then m 2 d(K) (deryption);� if m 2 d(K) and m0 2 d(K), then mm0 2 d(K) (omposition);� if m 2 d(K), m 6= ", and a 2 N \ d(K), then ena(m) 2 d(K) (enryption);� if m 2 d(K) and m 6= ", then hash(m) 2 d(K) (hashing).Let an(K) denote the losure of K under deomposition and deryption, and syn(K)the losure of K under omposition, enryption, and hashing. It is well-known that,sine we only allow for atomi keys, d(K) an be obtained by �rst taking the losure ofK under deomposition and deryption, and from this the losure under omposition,enryption, and hashing. Formally this means (see, e.g., [2℄ for a proof):Lemma 1 If K �M", then d(K) = syn(an(K)).3.3 ProtoolsProtools are desribed by sets of prinipals and every prinipal is de�ned by a se-quene of reeive-send ations, whih are performed one after the other. Sine weare interested in attaks, the de�nition of a protool also ontains the initial intruderknowledge. Formally, prinipals and protools are de�ned as follows.De�nition 2 A generi prinipal � is a tuple (Q; I; n; �) where� Q is the (possibly in�nite) set of states of �;� I is the set of initial states of �;� n is the number of reeive-send ations to be performed by �;� � is a mapping assigning to every j 2 f0; : : : ; n � 1g a reeive-send ation�(j) � Q�M" �M" �Q.A generi protool P is a tuple (n; f�igi<n;K) where� n is the number of prinipals;� f�igi<n is a family of n generi prinipals, and� K �M" is the initial intruder knowledge.Note that reeive-send ations are arbitrary relations. Intuitively, they take an inputmessage and nondeterministially, depending on the urrent state, return an outputmessage plus a new state. Later, when we onsider instanes of the generi protool6



model, one reeive-send ation of a prinipal will onsist of an unbounded number ofinternal ations.We also remark that a protool P is not parametrized by n. In partiular, whenwe say that P is seure, we mean that P is seure given the n prinipals as de�ned inthe protool. We do not mean that P is seure for every number n of prinipals.3.4 Attaks on ProtoolsIn an attak on a protool, the reeive-send ations of the prinipals are interleaved insome way and the intruder, who has omplete ontrol over the ommuniation, triesto produe inputs for the prinipals suh that from the orresponding outputs andhis initial knowledge he an derive the seret message seret. Formally, an attak isde�ned as follows.De�nition 3 Let P = (n; f�igi<n;K) be a generi protool with �i = (Qi; Ii; ni; �i),for i < n. An attak on P is a tuple onsisting of the following omponents:� a total ordering < on the set f(i; j) j i < n; j < nig suh that (i; j) < (i; j0)implies j < j0 (the exeution order of the reeive-send ations);2� a mapping  assigning to every (i; j), i < n, j < ni, a tuple (i; j) = (qji ;mji ;m0ji ; qj+1i )with{ qji ; qj+1i 2 Qi (the state of �i before/after performing �i(j)); and{ mji ;m0ji 2 M" (the input message reeived and output message sent by�i(j));suh that� q0i 2 Ii for every i < n;� mji 2 d(K [ fm0j0i0 j (i0; j0) < (i; j)g) for every i < n, j < ni;� (qji ;mji ;m0ji ; qj+1i ) 2 �i(j) for every i < n, j < ni.An attak is alled suessful if seret 2 d(K [ fm0ji j i < n; j < nig).The deision problem we are interested in is the following:Attak: Given a protool P , deide whether there exists a suessful attak on P .A protool guarantees serey if there does not exist a suessful attak. In this ase,we say that the protool is seure.Whether Attak is deidable or not heavily depends on what kinds of reeive-send ations a prinipal is allowed to perform. In the subsequent setions, we look2Although, we assume a linear ordering on the reeive-send ations performed by a prinipal, weould as well allow partial orderings (as in [20℄) without any impat on the deidability and omplexityresults. 7



at di�erent instanes of generi protools, i.e., di�erent omputational models forreeive-send ations, and study the problem Attak for the lasses of protools thusobtained.4 Undeidability ResultsWe extend the model proposed by Rusinowith and Turuani [20℄ in a straightforwardway suh that open-ended protools an be handled, and show that this extensionleads to undeidability of seurity.The model by Rusinowith and Turuani an be onsidered as the instane of thegeneri protool model in whih reeive-send ations are desribed by single rewriterules of the form t! t0, where t and t0 are terms.3 The internal state of a prinipal isgiven impliitly by the values assigned to the variables ourring in the rewrite rules {di�erent rules may share variables. In partiular, a prinipal has unbounded memoryto store information for use in subsequent reeive-send ations. Roughly speaking, amessage m is transformed by a reeive-send ation of the form t! t0 into the message�(t0), where � is a substitution satisfying m = �(t). In [20℄, it is shown that in thissetting, Attak is NP-omplete.Of ourse, in this model open-ended data strutures annot be handled sine theleft hand-side of a rewrite rule t has a �xed and �nite format, and thus, one an onlyproess messages with a �xed number of data �elds.A natural extension of this model, whih allows to deal with open-ended datastrutures, is to desribe reeive-send ations by sets of rewrite rules, whih an non-deterministially be applied to the input message. More preisely, we will onsidertwo di�erent extensions: In the �rst extension, prinipals do not have memory to storemessages, but in the rewrite rules non-linear terms may our, and thus, a prinipalan ompare messages for equality; in the seond extension, prinipals an store onemessage, but the rewrite rules may only ontain linear terms. The �rst extensionare the so-alled rule-based protools and the seond extensions the linear-term one-memory protools. In what follows, both extensions are de�ned and the undeidabilityresults are proved.4.1 Rule-based ProtoolsA reeive-send ation will be de�ned by a set of input, output, and so-alled proessrules. A message is proessed by suh an ation as follows: First one of the inputrules is applied, resulting in a new message. Then, non-deterministially, proess rulesare applied to this message, and �nally, one of the output rules is used to produethe atual output. In a more powerful model, one ould allow a prinipal to produeoutput also when applying a proess rule. However, to obtain a stronger undeidabilityresult, we stik to the more restrited model.Formally, as already mentioned, a rewrite rule is of the form t! t0, where t and t0are terms. A (rule-based) ation A of a prinipal is a tuple (I;O;R), where I, O, and3Sine Rusinowith and Turuani allow for omplex keys, the terms are more general than the oneswe use here. However, we will only onsider terms as de�ned in Setion 3.1.8



R are �nite sets of rewrite rules (the input, output, and proess rules, respetively).For every rule t! t0 2 R we require that for all substitutions �, j�(t0)j < j�(t)j. Thisguarantees that proess rules an only be applied to a message a �nite number oftimes.A rule-based ation A de�nes the following binary relation RA on M" � M":(m;m0) 2 RA i� there exist substitutions �0; : : : ; �n and rewrite rules r0; : : : ; rn withri = ti ! t0i, for every i � n, suh that� r0 2 I, rn 2 O, and ri 2 R for every 0 < i < n;� �0(t0) = m; �n(t0n) = m0; and� �i(t0i) = �i+1(ti+1) for every i < n.A generi protool for whih the reeive-send ations an be desribed by rule-basedations is alled rule-based protool. Note that sine in this setting prinipals do nothave states, reeive-send ations are simply subsets ofM"�M" instead of Q�M"�M" �Q.Theorem 4 For rule-based protools, Attak is undeidable.The proof shows that this theorem holds true even for protools onsisting only of oneprinipal, whih may perform only one reeive-send ation. In other words, the unde-idability omes from the internal ations alone. Also, the problem is even undeidableif the intruder is not allowed to enrypt, derypt, or hash messages.The proof is rather straightforward. It is by redution from Post's CorrespondeneProblem (PCP), whih is de�ned as follows: Given an alphabet � with at least twoletters and two sequenes u0; : : : ; un�1 and v0; : : : ; vn�1 of words over � (inludingthe empty word "), deide whether there exist indies i0; : : : ; ik�1, k > 0, suh thatui0 : : : uik�1 = vi0 : : : vik�1 .Given suh a problem, we de�ne the orresponding rule-based protool P as fol-lows: P has one prinipal performing one ation A = (I;O;R) with� I := fx = x! x = xg;� O := fui = vi ! seret j i < kg;� R := fuix = viy ! x = y j i < kg,where x and y are variables. The initial intruder knowledge is K := �[ f=g. Now, itis easy to see that P allows a suessful attak i� the instane of PCP has a solution.Obviously, the intruder does not need to enrypt, derypt, or hash messages.The redution does not work if only linear terms are allowed in rewrite rules,beause then one annot ompare submessages of arbitrary size for equality. Morespei�ally, the rule x = x ! x = x is not allowed, sine x = x is not a linear term.Nevertheless, if prinipals an store one message and this message an be omparedwith a submessage of the message being proessed, we still have undeidability. Thisleads us to the linear-term one-memory protools.9



4.2 Linear-term One-memory ProtoolsA linear-term one-memory ation A is a tuple (I;O;R) suh that� I is a set of rules of the form s! (t; t0), where s; t; t0 are linear terms;� O is a set of rules of the form (s; s0)! t, where s; s0; t are linear terms;� R is a set of rules of the form (s; s0) ! (t; t0), where s; s0; t; t0 are linear termsand for all substitutions �, j�(t)j+ j�(t0)j < j�(s)j+ j�(s0)j.Note that the state of a prinipal only depends on the urrent input and is independentof previous reeive-send ations. Therefore, similar to rule-based ations, a linear-termone-memory ation A = (I;O;R) indues a binary relation RA �M"�M" instead ofa relation on Q�M"�M"�Q: (m;m0) 2 RA i� there exist substitutions �0; �1; : : : ; �nand rules r0; : : : ; rn suh that� r0 2 I, rn 2 O, and ri 2 R for every 0 < i < n;� �0(s0) = m if r0 = s0 ! (t0; t00);� �n(tn) = m0 if rn = (sn; s0n)! tn; and� �i(ti) = �i+1(si+1) and �i(t0i) = �i+1(s0i+1) if ri = (si; s0i) ! (ti; t0i), for every0 < i < n, and r0 = s0 ! (t0; t00).A generi protool for whih the reeive-send ations are de�ne by linear-term one-memory ations is alled linear-term one-memory protool.Theorem 5 For linear-term one-memory protools, Attak is undeidable.The proof is very similar to the one for rule-based protools, and again is by a redutionfrom PCP. However, sine we annot test in one step whether the identity produedby the intruder in fat holds, this is done in two steps. First, one side of the identityis stored (input rule) and then in the next step, the stored term is ompared with theother side of the identity (see rule (x = y; y) ! (x = y;#) below). Formally, givenan instane of PCP as above, we de�ne the orresponding linear-term one-memoryprotool P as follows: P has one prinipal, who performs one ation A = (I;O;R)with� I := fx = y ! (x = y; x)g;� O := f(ui = vi;#)! seret j i < kg;� R := f(x = y; y)! (x = y;#)g [ f(uix = viy;#)! (x = y;#) j i < kg,where x and y are variables, and # 62 � [ f=g is a new letter. The initial intruderknowledge is K := � [ f=g. It is easy to see that P allows a suessful attak i�the instane of PCP has a solution. Again, the intruder does not need to enrypt,derypt, or hash messages. 10



5 The Transduer-Based Protool ModelThe previous setion indiates that, informally speaking, when prinipals an proessopen-ended data strutures and, in addition, an1. ompare submessages of arbitrary size for equality (whih is possible if termsare not linear), or2. store one message and ompare this message with a submessage of the messagebeing proessed,then seurity is undeidable. To obtain deidability, we need a devie with only �nitememory, and whih does not allow to ompare messages of arbitrary size. One suhdevie is a transduer, i.e., a �nite automaton with output.In what follows, we de�ne the instane of the generi protool model, in whihreeive-send ations are modeled by transduers. In Setion 5.1, we will disuss apa-bilities and restritions of our transduer-based model.If � is a �nite alphabet, �� will denote the set of �nite words over �, inludingthe empty word "; �+ := �� n f"g.De�nition 6 A transduer A is a tuple (Q;�;
; I;�; F ) where� Q is the �nite set of states of A;� � is the �nite input alphabet;� 
 is the �nite output alphabet;� I � Q is the set of initial states of A;� � � Q� �� � 
� �Q is the �nite set of transitions of A; and� F � Q is the set of �nal states of A.A path � (of length n) in A from p to q is of the form q0(v0; w0)q1(v1; w1)q2 : : :(vn�1; wn�1)qn with q0 = p, qn = q, and (qi; vi; wi; qi+1) 2 � for every i < n; �is alled strit if n > 0, and v0 and vn�1 are non-empty words. The word v0 : : : vn�1 isthe input label and w0 : : : wn�1 is the output label of �. A path of length 0 has inputand output label ". We write p(v; w)q 2 A (p(v; w)q 2s A) if there exists a (strit)path from p to q in A with input label v and output label w.If S; T � Q, then A(S; T ) := f(p; v; w; q) j p 2 S; q 2 T; p(v; w)q 2 Ag � Q� �� �
��Q. The output of A on input v 2 �� is de�ned by A(v) := fw j there exists p 2 Iand q 2 F with (p; v; w; q) 2 A(I; F )g.If � � Q� (�[f"g)� (
[f"g)�Q, A is alled transduer with letter transitionsin ontrast to transduers with word transitions. The following lemma shows that itsuÆes to onsider transduers with letter transitions.Lemma 7 Let A = (Q;�;
; I;�; F ) be a transduer. Then there exists a transduerA0 = (Q0;�;
; I;�0; F ) with letter transitions suh that Q � Q0, and A0(S; T ) =A(S; T ) for every S; T � Q. 11



Proof. Every transition of A is turned into a set of transitions suh that �rst theinput label is read letter by letter and then the output label is written letter by let-ter. This requires to introdue intermediate states. Formally, let (p; v; w; q) 2 � withv = v0 � � � vl�1, vi 2 � for all i < l, and w = w0 � � �wr�1, wi 2 
 for all i < r;l = 0 or r = 0 is allowed. Assume l > 1 or r > 1 (otherwise the transition hasthe orret format). This transition an be replaed by the transitions (pi; vi; "; pi+1),i < l, and (qi; "; wi; qi+1), i < r, where p0 = p, qr = q, pl = q0, and the statesp1; : : : ; pl; q0; : : : ; qr�1 are new. Replaing every transition in this way yields a trans-duer with letter transitions, whih satis�es the desired property. 2In order to speify the reeive-send ations of a prinipal, we onsider speial transdu-ers, so-alled message transduers, whih satisfy ertain properties. Message transdu-ers interpret messages as words over the �nite alphabet �N , onsisting of the atomimessages as well as the letters \ena(", \hash(", and \)", that is,�N := N [ fena( j a 2 Ng [ fhash(; )g:Messages onsidered as words over �N have always a balaned number of openingparentheses, i.e., \ena(" and \hash(", and losing parentheses, i.e., \)". Often theseletters will our in expressions in the text (as in the de�nition of �N ) without math-ing opening and losing parentheses, respetively. However, this should not lead toonfusion.A message transduer reads a message (interpreted as word) from left to right,thereby produing some output. If messages are onsidered as �nite trees (where leavesare labeled with atomi messages and internal nodes are labeled with the enryptionor hash symbol), a message transduer traverses suh a tree from top to bottom andfrom left to right.De�nition 8 A message transduer A (over N ) is a tuple (Q;�N ; I;�; F ) suh that(Q;�N ;�N ; I;�; F ) is a transduer with letter transitions, and1. for every x 2M", A(x) �M"; and2. for all p; q 2 Q, x 2M, and y 2 ��N , if p(x; y)q 2s A, then y 2M".The �rst property is a ondition on the \external behavior" of a message transduer:Whenever a message transduer gets a message as input, then the orrespondingoutputs are also messages (rather than arbitrary words). The seond property imposessome restrition on the \internal behavior" of a message transduer. Both propertiesdo not seem to be too restritive. They should be satis�ed for most protools; at leastthey are for the transduers in the model of the reursive authentiation protool (asdesribed in Appendix B).An open issue is whether these properties are deidable, i.e., given a transduerover �N does it satisfy the properties. Nevertheless, in the model of the reursiveauthentiation protool it is easy to see that the transduers onstruted satisfy theproperties. 12



For S; T � Q, we de�ne MA(S; T ) := A(S; T ) \ (Q �M" � ��N � Q). By thede�nition of message transduers, MA(I; F ) � (Q�M" �M" �Q) if I is the set ofinitial states and F is the set of �nal states of A. Thus, message transduers speifyreeive-send ations of prinipals (in the sense of De�nition 2) in a natural way.In order to de�ne one prinipal (i.e., the whole sequene of reeive-send ations aprinipal performs) by a single transduer, we onsider extended message transduers:A = (Q;�N ;�; (I0; : : : ; In)) is an extended message-transduer if AIj;Ij+1 := (Q;�N ;Ij;�; Ij+1) is a message transduer for all j < n. Given suh an extended messagetransduer, it de�nes the prinipal (Q; I0; n; �) with �(j) = MAIj ;Ij+1 (Ij ; Ij+1) forj < n. In this setting, an internal ation of a prinipal orresponds to applying onetransition in the extended message transduer.De�nition 9 A transduer-based protool P is a generi protool where the prini-pals are de�ned by extended message transduers.5.1 Disussion of the Transduer-based Protool ModelWe disuss apabilities and limitations of the transduer-based protool model. To thisend, we ompare this model with the models usually used for losed-ended protools.To make the disussion more onrete, we onentrate on the model proposed byRusinowith and Turuani (see Setion 4), whih ontains the main features. In whatfollows, we refer to their model as the rewriting model. As pointed out in Setion 3, themain di�erene between the two models is the way reeive-send ations are desribed.In the rewriting model reeive-send ations are desribed by single rewrite rules andin the transduer-based model by message transduers.Let us start to explain the apabilities of message transduers ompared to rewriterules.Open-ended data strutures. As mentioned in Setion 4, with a single rewrite rule oneannot proess an unbounded number of data �elds. This is, however, possible withtransduers.For example, onsidering the IKE protool (see Setion 2), it is easy to speify atransduer whih i) reads a list of SAs, eah given as a sequene of atomi messages,ii) piks one SA, and iii) returns it. With a single rewrite rule, one ould not parsethe whole list of SAs.The transduer-based model of the reursive authentiation protool (desribed inAppendix B) shows that transduers an also handle more involved open-ended datastrutures: The server in this protool generates a sequene of erti�ates (ontainingsession keys) from a request message of the form hash(m0hash(m1 � � � hash(mn) � � �),where the mi's are sequenes of atomi messages and the nesting depth of the hashesis a priori unbounded (see Appendix A and B for the exat de�nition of the messages.)Of ourse, a transduer annot math opening and losing parenthesis, if theyare nested arbitrarily deep, sine messages are interpreted as words. However, oftenthis is not neessary: In the IKE protool, the list of SAs is a message without anynesting. In the reursive authentiation protool, the struture of request messages isvery simple, and an be parsed by a transduer. Note that a transduer does not need13



to hek whether the number of losing parenthesis in the request message mathesthe number of hashes beause all words sent to a message transduer (by the intruder)are message, and thus, well-formed.Simulating rewrite rules. Transduers an simulate ertain reeive-send ations de-sribed by single rewrite rules. Consider for example the rule enk(x) ! hash(kx),where x is a variable and k an atomi message: First, the transduer would read\enk(" and output \hash(k", and then reads, letter by letter, the rest of the inputmessage, i.e., \x)" { more preisely, the message substituted for x { and simultane-ously writes it into the output. The transduer an also hek whether the last letterof the input is a losing parenthesis; again, this is not neessary beause all words sentto a message transduer (by the intruder) are well-formed.Let us now turn to the limitations of the transduer-based model ompared to therewriting model. The main limitations are the following:1. Finite memory: In the rewriting model, prinipals an store messages of arbi-trary size to use them in subsequent reeive-send ations. This is not possiblewith transduers, sine they only have �nite memory.2. Comparing messages: In the rewriting model, prinipals an hek whethersubmessages of the input message oinide; for example, if t = hash(kx)x, withk an atomi message and x a variable, a prinipal an hek whether plain textand hash math. Transduers annot do this.3. Copying messages: In the rewriting model, prinipals an opy messages ofarbitrary size; for example, in the rule enk(x) ! hash(kx)x, the message x isopied. Again, a transduer would need to store x in some way, whih is notpossible beause of the �nite memory. As illustrate above, a transduer ouldhowever simulate a rule suh as enk(x)! hash(kx).4. Linear terms: A transduer annot simulate all rewrite rules with linear leftand right hand-side. Consider for example the rule enk(xAy) ! hash(yAx),where x and y are variables, and A is an atomi message. Sine in the output,the order of x and y is swithed, a transduer would have to store the messagessubstituted for x and y. However, this requires unbounded memory.The undeidability results presented in Setion 4 indiate that, if open-ended datastrutures are involved, the restritions 1. and 2. seem to be unavoidable. The questionis whether this is also the ase for the other two restritions. We will omment on thisbelow.First, we point out some work-arounds. In 1., it often (at least under reasonableassumptions) suÆes to store atomi messages suh as prinipal names, keys, andnones. Thus, one does not always need unbounded memory. One example is thereursive authentiation protool (see Appendix B). In 4., it might be possible tomodify the linear terms suh that they an be parsed by a message transduer, andsuh that the seurity of the protool is not a�eted. In the example, if one hanges14



the order of x and y in the output, the rewrite rule an easily be simulated by atransduer. Finally,a work-around for the restritions 2. to 4. is to put a bound on thesize of messages aepted by prinipals; this approah is usually pursued in protoolanalysis based on �nite-state model heking (e.g., [16℄). For messages of boundedsize all transformations performed by rewrite rules an also be arried out by messagetransduers.Of ourse, it is desirable to avoid suh work-arounds if possible to make the analysisof a protool more preise and reliable. One approah, whih might lift some of therestritions (e.g., 3. and 4.), is to onsider tree transduers instead of word transduersto desribe reeive-send ations. It seems, however, neessary to devise new kinds oftree transduers or extend existing one, for example tree transduers with look-ahead,that are espeially tailored to modeling reeive-send ations. A seond approah isto ombine di�erent omputational models for reeive-send ations. For instane, ahybrid model in whih some reeive-ations are desribed by rewrite rules and othersby transduers might still be deidable.6 The Deidability ResultWe show the following theorem.Theorem 10 For transduer-based protools, Attak is deidable.To show deidability, we have to ope with two soures of in�nite behavior. First, theintruder an perform an unbounded number of steps to derive a new message, andseond, to perform one reeive-send ation, a prinipal an arry out an unboundednumber of internal ations. Note that beause transduers may have "-transitions,i.e., not in every transition a letter is read from the input, the number of transitionstaken in one reeive-send ation is not even bounded in the size of the input message.While the former soure of in�nity was already present in the (deidable) models forlosed-ended protools [20, 2, 13℄, the latter is new. To show Theorem 10, one thereforenot only needs to show that the number of ations performed by the intruder an bebounded, but also the number of internal ations of prinipals. In fat, it suÆes toshow the latter, sine if we an bound the number of internal ations, a prinipal onlyreads messages of bounded length and therefore the intruder only needs to produemessages of size bounded by this length. To bound the number of internal ations,we apply a pumping argument showing that long paths in a message transduer anbe trunated. This argument uses that prinipals (the extended message transduersdesribing them) have only �nite memory.More formally, we will show that the following problem is deidable. This imme-diately implies Theorem 10.PathProblem. Given a �nite set K � M" and k � 0 message transduers A0; : : : ;Ak�1 with Ai = (Qi;�N ; fqIi g;�i; fqFi g) for i < k, deide whether there exist messagesmi;m0i 2M", i < k, suh that1. mi 2 d(K [ fm00; : : : ;m0i�1g) for every i < k,15



2. qIi (mi;m0i)qFi 2 Ai for every i < k, and3. seret 2 d(K [ fm00; : : : ;m0k�1g).We write an instane of the PathProblem as (K;A0; : : : ;Ak�1) and a solution of suhan instane as a tuple (m0;m00; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1) of messages. The size of instanes isde�ned as the size of the representation for K and A0; : : : ; Ak�1.Using a pumping argument, we show that in order to �nd the messages mi, m0i,for every i < k, it suÆes to onsider paths from qIi to qFi in Ai bounded in lengthby the size of the problem instane { the argument will also show that the boundsan be omputed e�etively. Thus, a deision proedure an enumerate all paths oflength restrited by the (omputed) bound and hek whether their labels satisfy theonditions. (Note that for every message m and �nite set K0 �M", m 2 d(K0) an bedeided.) In partiular, as a \by-produt" our deision proedure will yield an atualattak (if any).The pumping argument: First, we de�ne a solvability preserving (quasi-)orderingon messages, whih allows to replae single messages in the intruder knowledge bynew ones suh that if in the original problem a suessful attak exists, then also inthe modi�ed problem. This redues the pumping argument to the following problem:Trunate paths in message transduers in suh a way that the output of the originalpath is equivalent (w.r.t. the solvability preserving ordering) to the output of thetrunated path. It remains to �nd riteria for trunating paths in this way. To thisend, we introdue another quasi-ordering, the so-alled path trunation ordering, whihindiates at whih positions a path an be trunated. To really obtain a bound on thelength of paths, it then remains to show that the equivalene relation orrespondingto the path trunation ordering has �nite index { more aurately, an index thatan be bounded in the size of the problem instane. With this, and the fat thatmessage transduers have only �nite memory, the length of paths an be restrited.Finally, to show the bound on the index, one needs to establish a bound on the depthof messages (i.e., the depth of nested enryptions and hashes) in suessful attaks.Again, we make use of the fat that message transduers have only �nite memory.In what follows, the argument is desribed in more detail. The formal de�nitionof the orderings are, however, postponed to the subsequent setions in order to fouson the main ideas.Preserving the solvability of instanes of the path problem (f. Setion 6.1).For every i � k, we de�ne a quasi-ordering4 on messages �i (the so-alled solvabilitypreserving ordering) whih depends on the transduers Ai; : : : ; Ak�1 and has the fol-lowing property (f. Proposition 17): For every solvable instane (K;Ai; : : : ; Ak�1)of the path problem, every m 2 K, and m 2 M" with m �i m, the instane((K n fmg) [ fmg;Ai; : : : ; Ak�1) is solvable as well.Assume that a path qIi (mi;m0i)qFi 2 Ai is replaed by a shorter path suh thatthe orresponding input and output labels of the shorter path, say mi and m0i, satisfy4a reexive and transitive ordering 16



mi 2 d(K [ fm00; : : : ;m0i�1g) and m0i �i+1 m0i. Then, after Ai has returned m0i oninput mi, the resulting intruder knowledge is K [ fm00; : : : ;m0i�1;m0ig instead of K [fm00; : : : ;m0i�1;m0ig. Using Proposition 17, we onlude that there still exists a solutionfor the rest of the instane, i.e., (K [ fm00; : : : ;m0i�1;m0ig;Ai+1; : : : ; Ak�1).Consequently, it remains to �nd riteria for trunating long paths suh that mi 2d(K[fm00; : : : ;m0i�1g) and m0i �i+1 m0i. Trunating paths suh that the ondition onmi is satis�ed is rather easy. The involved part is the ondition on the output labelm0i. To this end, we introdue the path trunation ordering. We also need to showthat the depth of messages in solutions of the problem instane an be bounded.Trunating paths (f. Setion 6.4). We extend �i to a quasi-ordering �li (thepath trunation ordering) on so-alled left half-messages. Left half-messages are pre-�xes of messages (onsidered as words over �N ). In partiular, left half-messages maylak some losing parentheses. The \l" in �li is the number of missing parentheses(the level of left half-messages); �li only relates left half-messages of level l. Analo-gously, right half-messages are suÆxes of messages. Thus, they may have too manylosing parentheses; the number of additional parentheses determines the level of righthalf-messages. The equivalene relation �li on left half-messages orresponding to �lihas the following property (Proposition 29): For all left half-messages �; �0 of level land right half-messages  of level l, � �li �0 implies � �i �0. (Note that � and�0 are messages.)Now, onsider two positions x < y in the path � = (qIi ;mi;m0i; qFi ) 2 Ai suhthat �x, �y are the output labels up to these positions, and x, y are the outputlabels beginning at these positions, i.e., m0i = �xx = �yy. Clearly, �x, �y are lefthalf-messages and x, y are right half-messages. Assume that �x, �y have the samelevel l (in partiular, x, y have level l) and �x �li �y. Then, by Proposition 29, itfollows m0i = �yy �i �xy, where �xy is the output label of the path obtained byutting out the subpath in � between x and y.5 Thus, �li provides us with the desiredriterion for \safely" (in the sense of 1.) trunating paths. In order to onlude thatthe length of paths an be bounded in the size of the problem instane, it remains toshow that l and the index of �li (i.e., the number of equivalene lasses modulo �li onleft half-messages of level l) an be bounded in the size of the problem instane. Tothis end, the following is shown.Bounding the depth of messages (f. Setion 6.2 and 6.3). We �rst showthat if (m0;m00; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1) is a solution of (K;A0; : : : ;Ak�1), then, for every i,their also exists a solution if the depth of mi is bounded in the size of the probleminstane (Proposition 20).We then show how the depth of the output message m0i an be bounded: Let �be a path in Ai from qIi to qFi or a strit path in Ai, and x be a position in � suhthat �x is the input label of � up to position x and �x is the output label of � up to5One little tehnial problem is that �xy does not need to be a message sine it may ontain aword of the form ena(), whih is not a message. However, if one onsiders three positions x < y < z,then one an show that either �xy or �yz is a message.17



x. Then, the level of �x an be bounded by a polynomial in the level of �x and thenumber of states of Ai (Proposition 21). As a orollary, one obtains that the depthof output messages an be bounded in the depth of input messages (Corollary 22),and using Proposition 20, that both the depth of input and output messages an bebounded in the size of the problem instane (Corollary 23).With this, one an show that the index of �li is bounded (Proposition 31). More-over, beause of Corollary 23, the l in 2. (the level of the half-messages �x, �y, x, y)is bounded in the size of the problem instane. Therefore, �li an serve as the desiredriterion for trunating paths.Following these steps, we now provide a detailed proof. We will de�ne the di�erentorderings and prove the needed properties. In Setion 6.5 everything will be puttogether to show deidability of the path problem.In order to simplify the presentation, we will not onsider hashing, i.e., from nowon, �N does not ontain the symbol \hash(". However, all de�nitions and resultseasily arry over to the more general ase.6.1 The Solvability Preserving Ordering �iIn this setion, we formally de�ne the solvability preserving ordering �i. In Se-tion 6.1.2 we show that �i is in fat solvability preserving. To do so, we �rst need toprove that �i is losed under substitution (Setion 6.1.1). Finally, it is shown thatthe index of the equivalene relation indued by �i is �nite (Setion 6.1.3).For messages m0; : : : ;mn�1, and K;K0 �M we write an(m0; : : : ;mn�1;K) insteadof an(fm0; : : : ;mn�1g[K) and anK0(m0; : : : ;mn�1;K) instead of an(fm0; : : : ;mn�1g[K) \ K0. For the de�nition of �i, we need the ordering �.De�nition 11 For messages m;m0 2 M", we de�ne m � m0 i� for all N � N :anN (m;N) � anN (m0; N).Intuitively, m � m0 says that in every ontext the set of atomi messages derivablefrom m is a subset of the atomi messages derivable from m0. For example, fora; a0; a00 2 N , ena(ena0(a00)) � a0ena0(ena(a00)). Obviously, � is a quasi-ordering,i.e., it is reexive and transitive.The relation �i, i � k, depends on the message transduers Ai; : : : ;Ak�1 andis de�ned indutively. The de�nition also needs the ordering vi. To understandthe de�nition of �i reall that we want to guarantee that if (K;Ai; : : : ; Ak�1) has asolution, say (mi;m0i; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1), then so has (K n fmg [ fm0g;Ai; : : : ; Ak�1).The message mi may have been built up from submessages x of m. Now, if m isreplaed by m0, we need to make sure that in m0 there is a submessage x0 that anbe used instead of x. This is why we need ondition 2. in the de�nition below. Wealso need that �i re�nes �i+1 (1.). Finally, in our proofs we will use that �i is losedunder substitution. With ondition 3., this an be shown.De�nition 12 For every i � k, the solvability preserving ordering �i is de�ned asfollows: for all m;m0 2 M", m �i m0 i� i) m = m0 = ", or ii) m 6= ", m0 6= ",m � m0, and if i < k, then 18



1. m �i+1 m0;2. for every N � N and x 2 an(m;N) with x = ena(z) for some a 2 N andz 2 M, there exists x0 := ena0(z0) 2 an(m0; N) for some a0 2 N and z0 2 Msuh that x vi x0; and3. m vi m0.For i < k and messages m;m0 2 M", we de�ne m vi m0 i� i) m = m0 = ", or ii)m 6= ", m0 6= ", and for every p; q 2 Qi and y 2M", p(m; y)q 2s Ai implies that thereexists y0 2M" with p(m0; y0)q 2s Ai and y �i+1 y0.The following lemma is proved by a simple indution on i � k.Lemma 13 For every i � k, �i is a quasi-ordering.6.1.1 Closure under SubstitutionTo show that �i in fat preserves solvability (in the sense explained above), we �rstshow that �i is losed under substitution. This is done by indution on i � k. Thebase ase, i = k, amounts to showing that � is losed under substitution. This requiressome notation.For a set V = fv0; : : : ; vn�1g of variables and a subset T � T"(V ) of terms overV , we de�ne an(T ) to be the losure of T under deomposition, ane(T ) to be thelosure of T under deryption, and ane(T ) the losure of T under deomposition,enryption, and deomposition (in this order), where \" stands for omposition and\e" for enryption. Formally,an(T ) := fy 2M j there exist x; z 2M" with xyz 2 Tg;ane(T ) := fx 2M j there exist a 2 T \N with ena(x) 2 Tg [ Tane(T ) := an(ane(an(T ))):It is easy to see that an(T ) = [i�0 anie(T ); (1)where an0e(T ) := T and ani+1e (T ) := ane(anie(T )).We abbreviate anie(ft0; : : : ; tn�1g [ T ) by anie(t0; : : : ; tn�1; T ), and anie(t0; : : : ;tn�1; T ) \N by anie;N (t0; : : : ; tn�1; T ).Given a term t and N � N , we say that a subterm t0 of t is N -aessible6 if1. t0 2 an(t); or2. there exists ena(t00) 2 an(t), a 2 N , and t0 is N -aessible in t00.Lemma 14 Let x0; : : : ; xn�1; x00; : : : ; x0n�1 2M be messages and t(v0; : : : ; vn�1) be aterm. If xi � x0i for all i < n, then t[v0=x0; : : : ; vn�1=xn�1℄ � t[v0=x00; : : : ; vn�1=x0n�1℄.6This notion was already de�ned in [2℄ 19



Proof. De�ne m := t[v0=x0; : : : ; vn�1=xn�1℄ and m0 := t[v0=x00; : : : ; vn�1=x0n�1℄. Be-ause of (1) it suÆes to showanie;N (m;N) � anN (m0; N)for every i � 0 and N � N .Assume i = 0 and a 2 (fmg [N) \ N . If a 2 N , nothing is to show. Otherwise,t = a or there exists i < n with xi = a (i.e., t = vi). In the former ase it immediatelyfollows that a 2 anN (m0; N). In the latter ase, xi � x0i implies x0i = a, and thus,a 2 anN (m0; N).Assume i > 0 and a 2 ane(anie(m;N)) \ N . If a 2 anie(m;N), the indutionhypothesis yields a 2 anN (m0; N). Otherwise, there must exist x 2 anie(m;N), amessage z, and b 2 anie(m;N) \N with x = enb(z) and a 2 an(z). We distinguishtwo ases.i) There exists a term t0 suh that enb(t0) is a subterm of t, z = t0[v0=x0; : : : ;vn�1=xn�1℄, and t0 is (anie;N (m;N))-aessible in t. Thus, by the indution hypothe-sis, t0 is anN (m0; N)-aessible in t. Consequently, if a 2 an(t0), then a 2 anN (m0; N).Otherwise, there must exist i < n, t0; t1 2 T"(V ) suh that t0 = t0vit1, and a 2an(fxig). Beause xi � x0i, it follows a 2 an(x0i), and therefore, a 2 anN (m0; N).ii) There exists i < n suh that x, and thus z, is a submessage of xi. Let N 0 :=anie;N (m;N). By indution hypothesis N 0 � anN (m0; N). We know that z and xiare N 0-aessible inm. Thus, x0i is N 0-aessible inm0, and therefore also anN (m0; N)-aessible. Now xi � x0i implies an(xi; N 0) � an(x0i; N 0), and we know a 2 an(xi; N 0).Thus, a 2 an(x0i; N 0). With N 0 � anN (m0; N) this yields a 2 an(x0i; anN (m0; N)).Finally, sine x0i is anN (m0; N)-aessible in m0, we obtain a 2 anN (m0; N). 2We generalize Lemma 14 to the solvability preserving ordering �i.Lemma 15 Let x0; : : : ; xn�1; x00; : : : ; x0n�1 2 M", i � k, and t(v0; : : : ; vn�1) be aterm, where every variable vi ours at most one in t. If xj �i x0j for all j < n, thent[v0=x0; : : : ; vn�1=xn�1℄ �i t[v0=x00; : : : ; vn�1=x0n�1℄.Proof. W.l.o.g., we an assume that xj 6= " and x0j 6= " for all j < n, sine otherwisexj = x0j = ", and we an remove vj from t altogether.The proof is by indution on i. If k = i, the statement follows immediately fromLemma 14. De�ne m := t[v0=x0; : : : ; vn�1=xn�1℄ and m0 := t[v0=x00; : : : ; vn�1=x0n�1℄.Assume i < k. Following De�nition 12, we show m �i m0.1. From xj �i x0j, j < n, it follows xj �i+1 x0j. Thus, by the indution hypothesis,m �i+1 m0.2. Let N � N and x 2 an(m;N) with x = ena(z) for some message z and a 2 N .Note that sine x is of the form ena(�), it annot happen that just part of anxi belongs to x, and therefore, it suÆes to onsider the two following ases.i) There exists a subterm t0 of t suh that x = t0[v0=x0; : : : ; vn�1=xn�1℄ andt0 62 fv0; : : : ; vn�1g. Let x0 := t0[v0=x00; : : : ; vn�1=x0n�1℄. We know that t0 isanN (m;N)-aessible in t. Sine m � m0, t0 is also anN (m0; N)-aessible in t.20



In partiular, x0 2 an(m0; N). Sine t0 is not a variable, it follows that t0 is ofthe form ena(t00) for some term t00 over fv0; : : : ; vn�1g. Thus, x0 has the formena(z0) for some message z0. It remains to show that x vi x0.Let p; q 2 Qi, y 2 M" with � := p(x; y)q 2s Ai. We know that x is of theform t0[v0=x0; : : : ; vn�1=xn�1℄. Thus, if an vj ours in t0, then � ontains asubpath of the form pj(xj ; yj)p0j 2s Ai. The de�nition of message transduerguarantees that yj 2M". Moreover, there exists a term t00(v0; : : : ; vn�1), whereevery variable ours at most one, suh that y = t00[v0=y0; : : : ; vn�1=yn�1℄.Beause xj �i x0j, there exists y0j 2 M" with pj(x0j ; y0j); p0j 2s Ai and yj �i+1y0j. Set y0 := t00[v0=y00; : : : ; vn�1=y0n�1℄. By indution hypothesis, y �i+1 y0.Furthermore, replaing in � the subpaths pj(xj ; yj)p0j by pj(x0j ; y0j); p0j showsthat p(x0; y0)q 2s Ai.ii) There exists j < n suh that x is a subterm of xj. In partiular, xj isanN (m;N)-aessible in m. Thus, beause anN (m;N) � anN (m0; N), x0j isanN (m0; N)-aessible in m0. We also know that x 2 an(xj ; anN (m;N)). Then,xj �i x0j implies that there exists x0 2 an(x0j; anN (m;N)) of the form enb(z0) forsome message z0 and b 2 N with x vi x0. In partiular, x0 2 an(x0j ; anN (m0; N)),and given that x0j is anN (m0; N)-aessible in m0, it follows x0 2 an(m0; N).3. Similar to 2.,i), one shows m vi m0. 26.1.2 The Ordering �i is Solvability PreservingWe show that �i is solvability preserving by indution on i � k. The base ase, i = k,is a onsequene of the following lemma.Lemma 16 For all m;m0 2M, K �M", if m � m0, then anN (m;K) � anN (m0;K).Proof. The proof is very similar to the one for Lemma 14. We show anie;N (m;K) �anN (m0;K) for every i � 0 by indution on i.Assume i = 0 and a 2 (fmg [ K) \ N . If a 2 K, nothing is to show. Otherwise,m = a, and m � m0 implies anN (m) � anN (m0), and thus, a 2 anN (m0;K).Assume i > 0 and a 2 ane(anie(m;K)) \ N . If a 2 anie(m;K), the indutionhypothesis yields a 2 anN (m0;K). Otherwise, there must exist x 2 anie(m;K), amessage z, and b 2 anie;N (m;K) with x = enb(z) and a 2 an(z). We distinguishtwo ases.i) The messages x and z are submessage of some message x0 in K. In partiular, xand z are anie;N (m;K)-aessible in x0, and thus, x and z are anN (m0;K)-aessiblein x0. Consequently, a 2 anN (m0;K).ii) The messages x and z are submessages of m. Let N := anie;N (m;K). Byindution hypothesis N � anN (m0;K). We know a 2 anN (m;N), and m � m0 impliesanN (m;N) � anN (m0; N). Thus, a 2 anN (m0; N) � anN (m0;K). 2Using Lemma 16 and 15, we prove the main statement of this subsetion.21



Proposition 17 Assume that (K;Ai; : : : ;Ak�1), i � k, is a solvable instane ofPathProblem and m 2 K. Then, for every m 2 M" with m �i m, the instane(K;Ai; : : : ;Ak�1) with K := K n fmg [ fmg is also solvable.Proof. The proof is by indution on i � k. If m = ", then, by de�nition of �i, m = "and nothing has to be shown. Therefore, we assume that m 6= ", and thus, m 6= ".The indution basis, i = k, immediately follows from Lemma 16.Now assume i < k. De�ne N := anN (K) and M := fena(z) 2 an(m;N) jthere exist z 2 M and a 2 Ng. Let (mi;m0i; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1) be a solution of(K;Ai; : : : ;Ak�1). Thus, mi 2 d(K). If in an derivation for mi, a message of theform xena(z)y 2 an(m;N) is used to onstrut mi, we will w.l.o.g. assume that thesingle messages x; ena(z); y are used, sine all three messages belong to an(m;N).Let n be the number of times a message in M was used to derive mi from K, andlet fx0; : : : ; xn�1g be the multiset of these messages; an xj 2 M ours in this mul-tiset as many times as it was used in the derivation of mi. (Due to the assump-tion on derivations made before, every ourrene of some message in M is takeninto aount.) Also, let v0; : : : ; vn�1 be pairwise distint variables. Then, thereexists a term t over fv0; : : : ; vn�1g suh that mi = t[v0=x0; : : : ; vn�1=xn�1℄. Sinem �i m, for every xj , j < n, there exists xj 2 an(m;N) with xj vi xj . De�nemi := t[v0=x0; : : : ; vn�1=xn�1℄. Sine, by Lemma 16, N � an(K), we an onludexj 2 an(K), and it follows mi 2 d(K), sine the derivation of mi from K oinides withthe one for mi from K exept that the xjs are replaed by xj .In � = qIi (mi;m0i)qFi 2 Ai, there exist subpaths of the form pj(xj; yj)pj+1 2s Ai,for every j < n. By the properties of message transduers, we know that yj 2 M",and there exists a term t0 over fv0; : : : ; vn�1g, where every vj , j < n, ours exatlyone in t0, with m0i = t0[v0=y0; : : : ; vn�1=yn�1℄. Sine xj vi xj , there exists yj withpj(xj ; yj)pj+1 2s Ai and yj �i+1 yj . De�ne m0i := t0[v0=y0; : : : ; vn�1=yn�1℄.If we replae in � every subpath pj(xj ; yj)pj+1 2s Ai by pj(xj ; yj)pj+1 2s Ai, weobtain qIi (mi;m0i)qFi 2 Ai.By Lemma 15, we have m0i �i+1 m0i. Thus, sine (K [ fm0ig;Ai+1; : : : ;Ak�1) hasa solution, by indution hypothesis, the instane (K [ fm0ig;Ai+1; : : : ;Ak�1) is alsosolvable. Finally, sine m �i m implies m �i+1 m, the indution hypothesis alsoyields a solution for (K[fm0ig;Ai+1; : : : ; Ak�1), and together with mi and m0i, this isa solution for (K;Ai; : : : ;Ak�1). 26.1.3 The Index of the Solvability Preserving Equivalene RelationIf � is a quasi-ordering on a set S, then the relation � with a � b i� a � b and b � afor all a; b 2 S is an equivalene relation on S. The equivalene lass of a modulo� is denoted [a℄� := fb j a � bg. The index I(�) of � is the number of di�erentequivalene lasses over S.In what follows, let �, �i, =i denote the equivalene relations orresponding to�, �i, and vi.We show that the index of �i is �nite. To this end, we �rst onsider �. The proofof the following lemma is straightforward.22



Lemma 18 The index of � is �nite. More preisely,I(�) 2 O(22jNj�jN j)The following proposition generalizes this to �i and =i. Note that =i is only de�nedfor i < k.Proposition 19 The index of �k, and for every i < k, the index of �i and =i is�nite, and an be bounded as follows:I(=i) 2 O(2I(�i+1)�2jQij2 )I(�i) 2 O(I(�i+1) � 2I(=i)�2jNj � I(=i))Proof. The proof is by indution on i. For i = k, Lemma 18 shows that the indexof �k is �nite. Assume that i < k and the index of �i+1 is �nite. We �rst show thatthe index of =i is �nite and from this onlude that �i has �nite index.We introdue a new equivalene relation on tuples (x; y) with x; y 2 M". Forevery x; x0; y; y0 2M" de�ne: (x; y) =ti (x0; y0) i�� y �i+1 y0, and� p(x; y)q 2s Ai i� p(x0; y0)q 2s Ai, for every p; q 2 Qi.To prove that =ti has �nite index, onsider the mapping f ti whih takes every tuple(x; y) to the tuple ([y℄�i+1 ; f(p; q) j p(x; y)q 2s Aig). Sine �i+1 has a �nite index, itfollows that the range of f ti is �nite. Moreover, it is easy to see that f ti (x; y) = f t(x0; y0)implies (x; y) =ti (x0; y0). From this, it immediately follows that =ti has �nite index,and that I(=ti) 2 O(I(�i+1) � 2jQij2):To show that =i has �nite index, de�ne Mi;x := f[(x; y)℄=ti j y 2 M"g. Clearly, Mi;xis a �nite set, and there are only �nitely many di�erent sets Mi;x. Together with thefollowing laim, this implies that =i has �nite index.Claim I. For messages x; x0 2M, Mi;x =Mi;x0 implies x =i x0.Proof of the laim. Assume Mi;x = Mi;x0 . We show x vi x0; x0 vi x follows bysymmetry. Let p; q 2 Qi and y 2M" with p(x; y)q 2s Ai. We know [(x; y)℄=ti 2Mi;x =Mi;x0 . Thus, there exists y0 2M" suh that [(x; y)℄=ti = [(x0; y0)℄=ti . Consequently, byde�nition of =ti, y �i+1 y0 and p(x0; y0)q 2s Ai. This shows x vi x0, and onludes theproof of the laim.From this it immediately follows thatI(=i) 2 O(2I(=ti)) � O(2I(�i+1)�2jQij2 ):We now show that the index of �i is �nite. Let Mi;m;N := f[x℄=i j x 2 an(m;N) andx = ena(z) for z 2 M and a 2 Ng, and fi be a mapping that takes every messagem 2 M to ([m℄�i+1 ; (Mi;m;N j N � N ); [m℄=i). We know that the index of �i+123



and =i is �nite. Thus, Mi;m;N is �nite and there are only �nitely many di�erent setsMi;m;N . Also, reall that N is a �nite set. As a onsequene, the range of fi is �nite.Together with the following laim, we an onlude that �i has �nite index.Claim II. For messages m;m0 2M, fi(m) = fi(m0) implies m �i m0.Proof of the laim. Assume fi(m) = fi(m0). We show m �i m0; m0 �i m follows bysymmetry.1. From fi(m) = fi(m0), we immediately obtain m �i+1 m0, and in partiular,m � m0.2. Let N � N , x 2 an(m;N) with x = ena(z) for some z 2 M and a 2 N .Thus, [x℄=i 2Mi;m;N =Mi;m0;N . Consequently, there exists x0 2 an(m0; N) withx0 = enb(z0) for some z0 2M, b 2 N , and [x0℄=i = [x℄=i . In partiular, x vi x0.3. From fi(m) = fi(m0), m =i m0 follows immediately, and thus, m vi m0.This onludes the proof of the laim.As an immediate onsequene, we obtain thatI(�i) 2 O(I(�i+1) � 2I(=i)�2jNj � I(=i)) 26.2 Bounding the Depth of Input MessagesWe show the following proposition.Proposition 20 Assume that (mi;m0i; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1) is a solution of the instane(K;Ai; : : : ;Ak�1) of the path problem. Then, there exists a solution (mi;m0i; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1) of this instane with depth(mi) � 2 � jQij2 � I(�i+1) + depth(K) + 2.In the following subsetion, we will show that the depth of m0i an be bounded aswell. As an immediate onsequene, we will obtain that to �nd solutions for thepath problem it suÆes to only onsider messages of depth bounded in the size of theproblem instane.To prove Proposition 20, we need some notation. A word � 2 ��N is a left half-message, if � is a pre�x of a message, i.e., there exists a word  2 ��N suh that � is amessage. In Setion 6.4, we also onsider right half-messages, i.e., suÆes of messages.For a left half-message �, the level l(�) of � is de�ned as the number of symbols\ena(", for some a 2 N , without mathing losing parentheses. Analogously, fora right half-message , the level l() of  is the number of losing parenthesis in without a mathing enryption symbol \ena(", for some a 2 N .Now, let (mi;m0i; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1) be a solution of the instane (K;Ai; : : : ;Ak�1)of the path problem. Let � denote a pathq0(a0; b0)q1(a1; b1) � � � (ar�1; br�1)qr (2)24



in Ai with r > 0, aj ; bj 2 �N [ f"g, for every j < r, q0 = qIi , qr = qFi , mi =a0 � � � ar�1 2 M", and m0i = b0 � � � br�1 2 M". We de�ne l�(i) := l(a0 � � � ai�1) andl0�(i) := l(b0 � � � bi�1) for all i � r, to be the input and output level funtion of �,respetively. Let mi(j; j0) := aj � � � aj0�1 and m0i(j; j0) := bj � � � bj0�1 for all 0 � j �j0 � r.Assume depth(mi) > 2 � jQij2 � I(�i+1) + depth(K) + 2. Then, there exist threenested enryptions enu(zu) in mi for some u 2 N and zu 2 M, u 2 f0; 1; 2g, withthe following properties. There exist positions i0; j0; i1; j1; i2; j2 in � with i0 < i0 <i1 < i2 < j2 < j1 < j0 � r suh that� aiu = \enu(" and aju�1 = \)" for some u 2 N and u 2 f0; 1; 2g; in partiularmi(iu; ju) is of the form enu(zu) for some zu 2M;� depth(mi(iu; ju)) > depth(K) for every u 2 f0; 1; 2g;� qi0 = qi1 = qi2 and qj0 = qj1 = qj2 ; and� [m0i(i0; j0)℄�i+1 = [m0i(i1; j1)℄�i+1 = [m0i(i2; j2)℄�i+1 .First assume m0i(i1; j1) 6= ". De�ne � to be the path obtained from � by removingthe subpath in whih mi(i0; j0) is read and substituting it by the subpath in whihmi(i1; j1) is read, i.e.,� := q0(a0; b0)q1 � � � qi0(ai1 ; bi1)qi1+1 � � � qj1�1(aj1�1; bj1�1)qj0(aj0 ; bj0)qj0+1 � � � qr:Obviously, � is a path in Ai sine qi0 = qi1 and qj0 = qj1 . Let t(v) be a termwith a variable v ourring exatly one in t suh that mi = t[v=mi(i0; j0)℄. Thus,the input label of � is mi := t[v=mi(i1; j1)℄ = mi(0; i0)mi(i1; j1)mi(j0; r). Usingdepth(mi(i0; j0)) > depth(K) and depth(mi(i1; j1)) > depth(K), we an onlude thatmi(i0; j0) andmi(i1; j1) are not submessage of some message in K. From this, it easilyfollows that mi 2 d(K).The output label of � is m0i := m0i(0; i0)m0i(i1; j1)m0i(j0; r). We know that themessages mi(i0; j0) and mi(i1; j1) are the input labels of the strit subpaths in � fromposition i0 to j0 and i1 to j1, respetively. Now, the de�nition of message transduerguarantees that m0i(i0; j0) and m0i(i1; j1) are messages as well. Consequently, m0i,obtained from substituting m0i(i0; j0) in m0i by m0i(i1; j1), is also a message. (Here weuse thatm0i(i1; j1) 6= ". Otherwise, m0i ould ontain a word of the form ena() 62 M".)In partiular, there exists a term t0(v) with a variable v ourring exatly one in t0suh that m0i = t0[v=m0(i0; j0)℄ and m0i = t0[v=m0i(i1; j1)℄.With this and using m0i(i0; j0) �i+1 m0i(i1; j1), Lemma 15 implies m0i �i+1 m0i.Now, Proposition 17 guarantees that the problem (K;Ai+1; : : : ;Ak�1) with K :=K[fm0ig has a solution (mi+1;m0i+1; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1). Thus, (mi;m0i;mi+1;m0i+1; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1) is a solution of (K;Ai;Ai+1; : : : ;Ak�1).Finally, let us onsider the ase m0i(i1; j1) = ". Sine m0i(i2; j2) is a submessage ofm0i(i1; j1), it follows m0i(i2; j2) = ". De�ne mi := mi(0; i1)mi(i2; j2)m(j1; r) and m0i :=m0i(0; i1)m0i(i2; j2)m0(j1; r). It follows, m0i = m0i. Thus, (mi;m0i;mi+1;m0i+1; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1) is a solution of (K;Ai;Ai+1; : : : ;Ak�1).Iterating this argument, Proposition 20 follows.25



6.3 Bounding the Depth of Output LabelsIn what follows, let A be a message transduer and � be a path in A of the formq0(a0; b0)q1(a1; b1) � � � (ar�1; br�1)qr (3)with r > 0 and ai; bi 2 �N [f"g for every i < r suh that a0 � � � ar�1; b0 � � � br�1 2M".Let l� and l0� be the input and output level funtion of �, respetively (f. Setion 6.2).The following proposition says that at any position in �, the level of the outputat this position is bounded by the level of the input.Proposition 21 Let A = (Q;�N ; fqIg;�; fqF g) be a message transduer, n := jQj,and � be a path in A of the form (3) suh that q0 = qI and qr = qF , or � is strit,i.e., � 2s A. Then, it follows l0�(i) � (n2 � (2n+ 1) + 1) � (l�(i) + 1) for every i � r.We de�ne depth(A) := n2 � (2n+ 1) + 1:As a orollary, we obtain that the depth of the output of a message transduer isbounded by the depth of the input.Corollary 22 Let A = (Q;�N ; I;�; F ) be a message transduer. Then, for everym;m0 2M" with m0 2 A(m), or p(m;m0)q 2s A, for p; q 2 Q: depth(m0) � depth(A)�(depth(m) + 1).Together with Proposition 29, this yields:Corollary 23 Assume that (K;Ai; : : : ;Ak�1) is a solvable instane of the path prob-lem. Then, there exists a solution (mi;m0i; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1) of this instane suhthat the depth of mi and m0i is bounded in the size of the instane. More preisely,depth(mi) � 2�jQij2�I(�i+1)+depth(K)+2 and depth(m0i) � depth(Ai)�(depth(mi)+1).By indution, we an dedue that the depth of all messages in a solution of an instaneof the path problem an be bounded.The proof of Proposition 21 uses that the length of paths in A an be restrited bydepth(A). To show this we annot simple use the usual pumping argument on �niteautomata sine if we trunate a path, we want to guarantee that the input label ofthe resulting path is still a message. Therefore, the path an only be ut at ertainpositions. One possibility is that the path is ut suh that an input label of the formena(� � � enb(�) � � �) is replaed by enb(�). Alternatively, one an ut a path suhthat if the input label is of the form xw it is replaed by x, where x and xw areleft half-messages of the same level (and thus,  is a right half-message of this level).A little tehnial problem in this ase is that x may not be a message sine it anontain a word of the form ena(), whih is not a message. The following lemma,shows how to solve this problem. For a message m = 0 � � � r�1 2 M with i 2 �N ,i < k, let lm(i) := l(0 � � � i�1) for i � r.Lemma 24 Let m = 0 � � � r�1 2M be a message with i 2 �N , for all i < r.1. If for 0 � i < j � r, lm(i) = lm(j) = 0, then 0 � � � i�1j � � � r�1 2M".26



2. Let 0 < i < j < r with lm(i) = lm(j). Then, i�1 6= ena(, for any a 2 N , orj 6= ) i� 0 � � � i�1j � � � r�1 2M".3. If 0 < i0 < i1 < i2 < r with lm(i0) = lm(i1) = lm(i2), then 0 � � � i0�1i1 � � � r�1 2M" or 0 � � � i1�1i2 � � � r�1 2M".Proof. The �rst statement is easy to see. For the seond statement, we note thatthe ondition i�1 6= ena(, for any a 2 N , or j 6= ) guarantees that i�1j is notof the form enb(), for some b 2 N . Having ruled out this possibility, it is not hardto show that 0 � � � i�1j � � � r�1 is a message. Conversely, if 0 � � � i�1j � � � r�1 is amessage, then, sine it does not ontain a submessage of the form enb(), it followsi�1 6= ena(, for any a 2 N , or j 6= ).For the third statement, assume that neither 0 � � � i0�1i1 � � � r�1 2 M" nor0 � � � i1�1i2 � � � r�1 2 M". From 2. it follows: i0 = ena(, for some a 2 N , i1 = ),i1�1 = enb(, for some b 2 N , and i2 = ). But then  ontains as a submessagei1�1i1 = enb(), in ontradition to the fat that  is a message. 2Now, we show how to bound the length of paths by depth(A).Lemma 25 Let � be a path of the form (3) in a message transduer A, and let n bethe number of states of A. Then, there exists a path �0 from q0 to qr in A suh thatthe length of �0 is < depth(A) and the input label of �0 is a message. Moreover, ifar�1 6= ", then the input label of the last transition in �0 is distint from ".Proof. Let m := a0 � � � ar�1. We �rst show that we an restrit the depth of an inputlabel of a path from q0 to qr by n2.Assume that depth(m) > n2. Then, there exist i0 < j0 < j1 < i1 � r suh thatqi0 = qj0 , qj1 = qi1 , ai0 = ena(, for some a 2 N , ai1�1 = ) (the orresponding losingparenthesis to ai0), and analogously, aj0 = enb(, for some b 2 N , and aj1�1 = ). Itfollows that the path �0 given asq0(a0; b0)q1 � � � qi0(aj0 ; bj0)qj0+1 � � � (aj1�1; bj1�1)qj1(ai1 ; bi1)qi1+1 � � � qris also a path in A from q0 to qr suh that its input label is a message. Note thatthe input label of the last transition of � and the one of �0 oinide. Iterating thisargument, we obtain a path from q0 to qr suh that the input label is a message ofdepth � n2.Thus, from now on we may assume that depth(m) � n2. In partiular, for l�(i),as de�ned above, we know l�(i) � n2 for every i � r,. Now assume r � depth(A).Then, there must exist an l � n2 suh that l�(i) = l for > 2n+ 1 many i � r. Thus,there exist 0 � i0 < i1 < i2 < r suh that qi0 = qi1 = qi2 and l�(i0) = l�(i1) = l�(i2).It follows that for j 2 f0; 1g the path �0j given asq0(a0; b0)q1 � � � qij (aij+1 ; bij+1)qij+1+1(aij+1+1; bij+1+1) � � � qris a path in A from q0 to qr. Lemma 24 implies that the input label of �00 or �01 is amessage. Finally, sine i2 < r, the last transition in �0j , for j 2 f0; 1g, oinides withthe one for �.Iterating this onstrution, we obtain a path �0 with the desired properties. 227



Proof of Proposition 21. Let � be a path as given in Proposition 21, and assumethere exists i � r suh that l0�(i) > depth(A) � (l�(i) + 1). We may assume thatl�(i) is minimal, i.e., there exists no j � r suh that l�(j) < l�(i) and l0�(j) >depth(A) � (l�(j) + 1). We distinguish two ases.l�(i) > 0. Let j > i be minimal with l�(j) = l�(i) � 1. From the minimality of l�(i)it follows l0�(j) � depth(A) � (l�(j) + 1). But then, there must exist > depth(A)many positions s with i � s � j � 1 and bs = ). (Otherwise, l0�(j) = l0�(i) � gfor some g � depth(A). Thus, l0�(j) > depth(A) � (l�(i) + 1) � depth(A) =depth(A) � (l�(j) + 1), in ontradition to the minimality of l�(i).)By the hoie of j, we know that the word ai � � � aj�2 is a message and that itis the input label of the subpath �0 of � from qi to qj�1. (Note that aj�1 = ).)Lemma 25 implies that there is also a path �00 in A from qi to qj�1 of length< depth(A) suh that the input label of �00 is a message. Replaing �0 in �by �00 yields a new, shorter path, say �, from q0 to qr, with the propertiesrequired in the proposition. In partiular, the input label of � is a message.Let l�(j) and l0�(j) be the input and output level funtions of �, respetively.Moreover, let j denote the position in � orresponding to j in �. Then, we havel0�(j) > depth(A) � (l�(j) + 1) and l�(j) < l�(i), sine < depth(A) parenthesishave been losed between position i and j � 1 in �, i.e., � depth(A) parenthesisbetween i and j. Iterating this argument shows that there exists a path � withthe desired properties suh that l�(i), as hosen above, is 0. Thus, the asel�(i) = 0 applies. (However, we will see that this ase leads to a ontradition.)l�(i) = 0. Let �0 denote the path from qi to qr with input label ai � � � ar�1 and outputlabel bi � � � br�1. Sine l0�(i) > depth(A)�(l�(i)+1), the output label must ontain> depth(A) losing parentheses. However, aording to Lemma 25, there existsa path �00 from qi to qr in A suh that the input label of �00 is a message andthe length of �00 is < depth(A). Then, replaing �0 in � by �00 yields a new path� from q0 to qr suh that the input label is a message. Moreover, if � is strit,then the new path is also strit: if the last transition in �0 ended with a inputlabel distint from ", then, aording to Lemma 25, this an be ahieved for �00as well.Now, sine the input label of � is a message, the onditions on message-trans-duers imply that the output label must also be a message. However, this is nottrue, sine at least two losing parenthesis are missing.6.4 The Path Trunation Ordering �liWe now extend �i to the path trunation ordering �li on half-messages and showthat �li is ompatible with right onatenation of right half-messages (Setion 6.4.1).We also prove that the index of the equivalene relation orresponding to �li is �nite(Setion 6.4.2).For the de�nition of left and right half-messages and their levels l(�) see Setion 6.2.If � is a left half-message, then there exist unique messages x0; : : : ; xl(�) 2 M", and28



a1; : : : ; al(�)�1 2 N suh that� = xl(�)enal(�)(xl(�)�1enal(�)�1(xl(�)�2 � � � ena1(x0:We de�ne the j-level half message of � to be�j := enaj (xj�1enaj�1(xj�2 � � � ena1(x0for 1 � j � l(�). Note that l(�j) = j. Moreover, we de�ne �� to be the messageobtained from � by adding the missing losing parentheses, i.e.,�� := � ) � � �)| {z }l(�) :Finally, let p(�) := al(�) � � � a1. In order to de�ne �li, we �rst introdue the ordering�l.De�nition 26 Let l � 0 and �; �0 be non-empty left half-messages of level l, i.e.,� 6= ", �0 6= ", and l(�) = l(�0) = l. De�ne � �l �0 i� �� � �0� and p(�) = p(�0).Clearly, �l is a quasi-ordering. For the de�nition of �li we need some more notation.If � and � are left half-messages, and p; q 2 Qi, then p(�; �)q 2h Ai means that i)p(�; �)q 2s Ai, and ii) there exist right half-messages , 0, and a state q0 2 Qi suhthat l() = l(�), l(0) = l(�), and p(�; �)q(; 0)q0 is a strit path in Ai. In otherwords, the strit path p(�; �)q an be extended to a strit path suh that the inputand output labels are messages.De�nition 27 For every l � 0 and i � k, the path trunation ordering �li is de�nedas follows: for left half-messages �; �0 of level l, � �li �0 i� i) � = �0 = ", or ii) � 6= ",�0 6= ", � �l �0, and if i < k, then1. � �li+1 �0;2. �� �i �0�;3. �j vji �0j for every 1 � j � l;4. if l � 1 and x; x0 2M" with � = x�l and �0 = x0�0l, then x vi x0.For i < k, l � 0, left half-messages �; �0 of level l, we de�ne � vli �0 i� i) � =�0 = ", or ii) � 6= ", �0 6= ", and for every left half-message � and every p; q 2 Qi,p(�; �)q 2h Ai implies that there exists a left half-message �0 with l(�0) = l(�) suhthat p(�0; �0)q 2h Ai and � �l(�)i+1 �0.6.4.1 Right Conatenation of Right Half-messagesWe now show, by indution on i, that �li is ompatible with right onatenation ofright half-messages. The ase i = k is shown in the following lemma.29



Lemma 28 Let �; �0 be left half-messages of level l � 0. Then, � �l �0 implies� � �0 for every right half-message  of level l.Proof. Assume � �l �0. If l = 0, then �, �0, and  are messages, then thelemma follows from Lemma 14, when we set t := v0v1 and onsider t[v0=�; v1=℄and t[v0=�0; v1=℄. In what follows we assume l > 0.We need to show that anN (�;N) � anN (�0;N) for every N � N . To this end,we de�ne two mappings F and F 0 from 2N into 2N , where 2N denotes the powersetof N . For every N � N ,F (N) := anN (enp(�)(); anN (��; N)) andF 0(N) := anN (enp(�0)(); anN (�0�; N));where enw() for some non-empty word w = a0 � � � al�1 2 N+, denotes the messageena0(ena1(� � � enal�1(:(Note that the orresponding losing parenthesis to \enaj (" are ontained in .)Beause � �l �0, we know that p(�) = p(�0) and �� � �0�. Thus, anN (��; N) �anN (�0�; N). Consequently, F (N) � F 0(N). Using similar tehniques as in the proofof Lemma 14, it is rather straightforward to showanN (�;N) = lfpN (F ) := [j�0F j(N); andanN (�0;N) = lfpN (F 0):From this the lemma follows. 2We an now proof the main proposition of this subsetion.Proposition 29 Let �; �0 be left half-messages of level l � 0 and let i � k. Then,� �li �0 implies � �i �0 for every right half-message  of level l.Proof. Assume � �li �0. If � = ", then �0 = ", and thus, � �i �0. Assume � 6= "and �0 6= ". The rest of the proof is by indution on i � k. The base ase, i = k,follows from Lemma 28.Now assume i < k. If l = 0, then �, �0, and  are messages, and � �i �0 followsfrom Lemma 15 with t = v0v1. Therefore, we may assume that l > 0. To prove� �i �0, we must show the onditions in De�nition 12.1. By de�nition, � �li �0 implies � �li+1 �0, and thus, with the indution hypothe-sis, we obtain � �i+1 �0.2. Let N � N and x 2 an(�;N) with x = ena(z) for some message z and a 2 N .We distinguish three ases:(a) x is a submessage of . Aording to Lemma 28, � � �0. Thus,anN (�;N) � anN (�0;N). Using p(�) = p(�0), it follows x 2 an(�0;N),and we an simply hoose x0 := x.30



(b) x is a submessage of �. It follows x 2 an(��; anN (�;N)). Sine �� �i �0�,there exists x0 2 an(�0�; an(�;N)) suh that x0 is of the form enb(z0) forsome message z0 and b 2 N and x vi x0. Finally, beause anN (�;N) �anN (�0;N) (Lemma 28), it follows x0 2 an(�0�; an(�0;N)), and thus,x0 2 an(�0;N).() x is of the form �j0 for some 1 � j � l and a right half-message 0 suhthat 0 is a pre�x of  with l(0) = l(�j). De�ne x0 := �0j0. Obviously,x0 is a message of the form ena(z0) for some message z0 and a 2 N .Sine anN (�;N) � anN (�0;N) (Lemma 28) and p(�) = p(�0) it followsx0 2 an(�0;N). We need to show x vi x0.Let p; q 2 Qi, y 2 M" suh that p(x; y)q 2s Ai. There exists p0 2Qi, and a left half-message � and a right half-message �0 suh that y =��0, l(�) = l(�0), p(�j ; �)p0 2s Ai, and p0(0; �0)q 2 Ai. We know thatp(�j ; �)p0(0; �0)q is a strit path in Ai and that x = �j0 and y = ��0 aremessages. Thus, p(�j ; �)p0 2h Ai. From � �li �0, we obtain �j vl(�j)i �0j,and onsequently, there exists a left half-message �00 with l(�) = l(�00),p(�0j ; �0)p0 2s Ai, and � �l(�)i+1 �00. This yields that p(�0j; �0)p0(0; �0)q is astrit path from p to q in Ai with input label x0 and output label y0 := �00�0.By the indution hypothesis, y = ��0 �i+1 �00�0 = y0.3. We show � vi �0. Let p; q 2 Qi and y 2 M" with p(�; y)q 2s Ai. Sinel > 0, � has the form x�l for some message x. We �rst assume x 6= ". Thus,there exist words y0; y1; �; �0 2 ��N and states p0; p1; p2 with p(x; y0)p0 2s Ai,p0("; y1)p1 2 Ai, p1(�l; �)p2 2s Ai, and p2(; �0)q 2 Ai, where the input label ofthe last transition of the latter path is 6= ".Sine the �rst path is strit and x is a message, by the de�nition of messagetransduer, it follows y0 2 M". Sine the path from p1 to q is strit and �l isa message, we know that ��0 is a message. Partiularly, � is a left half-messageand �0 is a right half-message with l(�) = l(�0). Finally, sine y = y0y1��0 2M"and y0, ��0 2M", we an onlude y1 2M".Now, � �li �0 implies �l vli �0l, and we know that p1(�l; �)p2(; �0)q is a stritpath in Ai, and �l and ��0 are messages. Thus, p1(�l; �)p2 2h Ai. As a result,there exists a left half-message �00 with l(�00) = l(�), p1(�0l; �00)p2 2s Ai, and� �l(�)i+1 �00. Moreover, if �0 = x0�0l, then � �li �0 implies x vi x0. Thus, thereexists y00 2 M" with p(x0; y00); p0 2s Ai and y0 �i+1 y00. Therefore, replaingin the path p(x; y)q the subpath p(x; y0)p0 by p(x0; y00); p0 and p1(�l; �)p2 byp1(�0l; �00)p2 yields a strit path from p to q with input label �0 and outputlabel y0 := y00y1�00�0 2M".It remains to show y �i+1 y0. By indution, � �l(�)i+1 �00 implies ��0 �i+1 ��00.We also know y0 �i+1 y00 and y1 �i+1 y1. Thus, by Lemma 15, with t = v0v1v2we obtain y = t[v0=y0; v1=y1; v2=��0℄ �i+1 t[v0=y00; v1=y1; v2=�00�0℄ = y0.If x = " and x0 is de�ned as above, it follows x0 = ", beause x vi x0. The restof the proof is similar to the ase x 6= ". 231



6.4.2 The Index of the Path Trunation OrderingLet �l, �li, and =li denote the equivalene relations orresponding to �l, �li, and vli.We prove that �li has �nite index by indution on i. The base ase follows fromthe following lemma.Lemma 30 For every l � 0, the index of �l is �nite, and an be bounded as follows:I(�l) 2 O(I(�) � jN jl)Proof. Let fl be a mapping that takes a left half-message � of level l to the tuple([��℄�; p(�)). Sine � has �nite index and there are only a �nite number of wordsover N of length l, the range of fl is �nite, namely, I(�) � jN jl. Moreover, it is easy tosee that fl(�) = fl(�0) implies � �l �0 for all left half-messages � and �0 of level l. 2The proof of the following proposition is very similar to the one for Proposition 19.However, it requires Proposition 21.Proposition 31 For all l � 0, the index of �lk, and for every i < k, the index of �liand =li is �nite, and an be bounded as follows:I(=li) 2 O��I(�depth(Ai)�(l+1)i+1 ) � 2jQij2�depth(Ai)�(l+1)�I(�li) 2 O �I(�li+1) � I(�i) � I(=li)l � I(=i)�Proof. The proof is by indution on i. For i = k, Lemma 30 shows that the indexof �lk is �nite. Assume that i < k and the index of �li+1 is �nite. We �rst show thatthe index of =li is �nite and from this onlude that �li has �nite index.For every l; l0 � 0, we introdue a new equivalene relation on tuples (�; �) withleft half-messages � and �. More preisely, for left half-messages �; �0; �; �0 withl(�) = l(�0) = l and l(�) = l(�0) = l0 we de�ne: (�; �) =l;l0i (�0; �0) i�� � �l0i+1 �0, and� p(�; �)q 2h Ai i� p(�0; �0)q 2h Ai, for every p; q 2 Qi.Just as for =ti in the proof of Proposition 19, one shows that =l;l0i has �nite index, andthat I(=l;l0i ) 2 O(I(�l0i+1) � 2jQij2):To show that =li has �nite index, de�ne for l; l0 � 0 and a left half-message � of levell the set M l;l0i;� := f[(�; �)℄=l;l0i j � is a left half-message of level l0gand the tuple M li;� := (M l;l0i;� j l0 � depth(Ai) � (l + 1)):Clearly, for �xed l; l0, and i the number of di�erent sets M l;l0i;� is �nite. Consequently,the set of tuplesM li;� for �xed l and i is also �nite. Together with the following laim,this implies that =li has �nite index. 32



Claim. For all l � 0 and left half-messages �; �0 with � 6= ", �0 6= ", and l(�) =l(�0) = l: M li;� =M li;�0 implies � =li �0.Proof of the laim. Assume M li;� =M li;�0 . We show � vli �0; �0 vli � follows by sym-metry. Let p; q 2 Qi and � be a left half-message with p(�; �)q 2h Ai. By de�nition of2h, their exist right half-messages , 0, and a state q0 2 Qi suh that p(�; �)q(; 0)q0is a strit path in Ai. Then, Proposition 21 implies l0 := l(�) � depth(Ai) � (l + 1).Now, using M li;� = M li;�0 , it follows [(�; �)℄=l;l0i 2 M l;l0i;� = M l;l0i;�0 . Thus, there exists aleft half-message �0 with l(�0) = l0 suh that [(�; �)℄=l;l0i = [(�0; �0)℄=l;l0i . In partiular,� �l0i+1 �0, and from p(�; �)q 2h Ai it follows p(�0; �0)q 2h Ai. This onludes theproof of the laim.It is easy to see that I(�ri ) � I(�r0i ) and I(=ri ) � I(=r0i ), for every r � r0. Fromthis we an onludeI(=li) 2 O�I �=l;depth(Ai)�(l+1)i �depth(Ai)�(l+1)�� O��I ��depth(Ai)�(l+1)i+1 � � 2jQij2�depth(Ai)�(l+1)�Now it is easy to show that the index of �li is �nite. Consider the mapping f li thattakes a left half-message � of level l to the tuple([�℄�li+1 ; [��℄�i ; [�1℄=1i ; : : : ; [�l℄=li ; [x℄=i);where x is a message suh that � = x�l. Obviously, the range of f li is �nite. Finally,it is straightforward to prove for left half-messages �, �0 with l(�) = l(�0) = l thatf li (�) = f li (�0) implies � �li �0. From this, the bound on I(�li) laimed in the propo-sition follows immediately. 26.5 Proof of Theorem 10Putting everything together, we now show that the path problem is deidable. Thiswill onlude the proof of Theorem 10.We show that to �nd a solution of an instane of PathProblem, it suÆes toonsider paths (and thus, messages) of length restrited in the size of the probleminstane. To this end, we assume that the instane (K;Ai; : : : ;Ak�1) has the solution(mi;m0i; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1), and then onstrut a solution with short paths. We do soby indution on i � k. For i = k, nothing is to be shown. For the indution step weneed some notation.Assume � = q0(a0; b0)q1(a1; b1) � � � (ar�1; br�1)qr (4)is a path in Ai with a0 � � � ar�1 = mi, b0 � � � br�1 = m0i, q0 = qIi , and qr = qFi . Letmi(j; j0) := aj � � � aj0�1 and m0i(j; j0) := bj � � � bj0�1 for all 0 � j � j0 � r. We de�ne33



lj := l�(j) and l0j := l0�(j), where l� and l0� are the input and output level funtions of� (f. Setion 6.2).Due to Corollary 23, we may assume that the depth of mi and m0i is bounded inthe size of the problem instane.We de�ne N := anN (K) andM := fena(z) 2 an(K) j z 2M and a 2 Ng. Similarto the proof of Proposition 17, let n be the number of times a message inM was usedto derive mi 2 d(K) from K, and let fx0; : : : ; xn�1g be the multiset of these messages;an xj 2 M ours in this multiset as many times as it was used in the derivation ofmi. Also, let v0; : : : ; vn�1 be pairwise distint variables. Then, there exists a termt 2 d(N [ fv0; : : : ; vn�1g), suh that every variable vj, j < n, ours exatly one int and mi = t[v0=x0; : : : ; vn�1=xn�1℄. Moreover, there exist positions ij ; i0j � r in �suh that xj = aijaij+1 � � � ai0j�1, aij 6= ", and ai0j�1 6= ", for every j < n. That is, thesubpath in � between the positions ij and i0j is a strit path in Ai with input label xj.Finally, we de�ne a mapping f� as follows: For every j � r,f�(j) := 8><>: (qj ; lj ; l0j ; [m0i(0; j)℄�l0ji+1 ; xs;mi(is; j)); there exists s < n s.t. is < j < i0s;(qj ; lj ; l0j ; [m0i(0; j)℄�l0ji+1); otherwise.This mapping indiates at whih positions � an be trunated. It distinguishes be-tween positions \inside" and \outside" an xj. The following lemma makes this preise.Lemma 32 If there exist j0, j1, and j2 with 0 � j0 < j1 < j2 � r and f�(j0) =f�(j1) = f�(j2), then there exists u 2 f0; 1g and a solution (mi;m0i; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1)of (K;Ai; : : : ; Ak�1) suh that the path �:=q0(a0; b0)q1 � � � qju(aju+1 ; bju+1)qju+1+1(aju+1+1; bju+1+1) � � � (ar�1; br�1)qris a path in Ai from qIi to qFi with input label mi = mi(0; ju)mi(ju+1; r) and outputlabel m0i = m0i(0; ju)m0i(ju+1; r);Proof. From f�(j0) = f�(j1) = f�(j2) it follows that lj0 = lj1 = lj2 . Now, Lemma 24implies that there exists u 2 f0; 1g suh that mi := mi(0; ju)mi(ju+1; r) is a message.Sine � is a path from qIi to qFi with input label mi, from the properties of messagetransduers (f. De�nition 8) it follows that m0i := m0i(0; ju)m00(ju+1; r) must be amessage.Obviously, � is a path from qIi to qFi with input label mi and output label m0i.It remains to show that there exist messagesmi+1;m0i+1; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1 suh that(mi;m0i; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1) is a solution of (K;Ai; : : : ; Ak�1).We �rst show mi 2 d(K): Note that if is < ju < i0s for some s < n, then f�(ju) =f�(ju+1) implies that there exists s0 < n with xs = xs0 and mi(is; ju) = mi(is0 ; ju+1).Thus, xs = mi(is; ju)mi(ju+1; is0). That is, after removing the subpath in � betweenju and ju+1, we still have xs as a submessage. In this way, the two extra omponentsin the �rst tuple of the de�nition of f� prohibit that only part of an xs is removedwhen going from � to �0. From this, it is easy to onlude that there exists a termt 2 d(N [fv0; : : : ; vn�1g), in whih every variable vj , j < n, ours at most one, suhthat mi := t[v0=x0; : : : ; vn�1=xn�1℄. Thus, mi 2 d(K).34



Beause f�(ju) = f�(ju+1), we know [m0i(0; ju)℄�l0i+1 = [m0i(0; ju+1)℄�l0i+1 and l0 :=l0ju = l0ju+1. With Proposition 29 we an onludem0i = m0i(0; ju+1)m0i(ju+1; r) �i+1 m0i(0; ju)m0i(ju+1; r) = m0i:Now, Proposition 17 guarantees that the instane (K;Ai+1; : : : ; Ak�1) with K := K [fm0ig has a solution (mi+1;m0i+1; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1), and thus, (mi;m0i;mi+1;m0i+1; : : : ;mk�1;m0k�1) is a solution of (K;Ai; : : : ;Ak�1). 2We now need to show that the range of f� an be bounded in the size of the probleminstane. By assumption, the depth of mi and m0i is bounded, and thus, lj and l0j arebounded for every j � r in the size of the problem instane. Now, by Proposition 31,it easily follows that the range of f� is bounded in the size of the problem instane.Consequently, applying Lemma 32, the length of the paths qIi (mi;m0i)qFi 2 Ai anbe bounded as well (and this bound an be omputed e�etively). By indution,this holds for every path qIj (mj ;m0j)qFj 2 Aj, i � j < k. Thus, given an instane(K;A0; : : : ;Ak�1) of the path problem, a deision algorithm an �rst ompute thebound on the length of the paths and then, enumerate all paths of length restrited bythe (omputed) bound and hek whether their labels satisfy the required onditions.We onlude:Proposition 33 PathProblem is deidable.As an immediate onsequene, we obtain Theorem 10.7 A Complexity Lower BoundWe prove the following theorem.Theorem 34 For transduer-based protools, Attak is PSPACE-hard.We �rst show:Theorem 35 PathProblem is PSPACE-hard.This is done by redution from the �nite automata intersetion problem, whih hasbeen shown to be PSPACE-omplete by Kozen (see [11℄).The �nite automata intersetion problem is de�ned as follows: Given k � 0 de-terministi �nite automata B0; : : : ;Bk�1 with a ommon alphabet �, deide whetherthere exists a word w 2 �� aepted by Bi for all i < k.7In what follows, assume Bi = (Qi;�; qIi ; Æi; Fi), where Qi is the set of states, qIi isthe initial state, Æi is the transition funtion, and Fi is the set of �nal states of Bi.Given the Bi's, we de�ne the orresponding path problem as follows. The set ofatomi messages N is � [ fa; seretg, where a and seret are new atomi messages.The initial intruder knowledge K is �. The message transduer Ai will orrespond toBi. Before A0 reads a letter, it outputs \ena(", then simulating B0, reads some word7If k is �xed, this problem an be deided in polynomial time.35



w and also outputs this words, and �nally outputs \)". In other words, A0 returnsmessages of the form ena(w), where w is aepted by B0. The message transduersAi, 0 < i < k, do the same, but they aept the input messages to be of the formena(w), and they only output this message if w is aepted by Bi. Additionally,An�1 returns seret. The enryption of w guarantees that the intruder must send thesame word w (ena(w)) to all the Ai's. Without enryption, the intruder ould senddi�erent words w0 to every Ai. Formally,A0 := (Q0 [ fq00 ; q10 ; q20; q30g;�N ; fq00g;�0; fq30g)with �0 := f(q00 ; "; ena(; q10); (q10 ; "; "; qI0)g [f(q; b; b; q0) j Æ0(q; b) = q0g [f(q; "; "; q20) j q 2 F0g [f(q20 ; "; ); q30)g;and for 0 < i < k � 1,Ai := (Qi [ fq0i ; q1i ; q2i ; q3i g;�N ; fq0i g;�i; fq3i g)with �i := f(q0i ; ena(; ena(; q1i ); (q1i ; "; "; qIi )g [f(q; b; b; q0) j Æi(q; b) = q0g [f(q; "; "; q2i ) j q 2 Fig [f(q2i ; ); ); q3i )g:Finally, Ak�1 is de�ned just as Ai for 0 < i < k � 2 exept that the transition(q2i ; ); ); q3i ) is replaed by (q2i ; ); ); q02i ) and (q02i ; "; seret; q3i ), where q02i is a new state.Now, it easy to see that there exists a word w 2 �� aepted by Bi for all i < ki� the instane (K;A0; : : : ;Ak�1) of the path problem has a solution. This provesTheorem 35.We an basially employ the same argument for Attak. We simply onjoin themessage transduers Ai into one extended message transduer A = (Q;�N ;�; (I0; : : : ;Ik)), whereQ and � are the union of the states and transitions of the Ai's, respetively,and Ii := fq0i g for i < k, and Ik := fq3k�1g. We assume that the set of states of the Ai'sare disjoint, exept that we identify q3i�1 and q0i for 0 < i < k. Again, it is easy to seethat there exists a word w 2 �� aepted by Bi for all i < k i� the transduer-basedprotool with one prinipal de�ned by A allows a suessful attak. Thus, Theorem 34follows.An alternative redution would be to onsider a protool with k prinipals, wherethe ith prinipals performs exatly one reeive-send ation whih is de�ned by Ai. Toavoid that the intruder �rst sends a message, say the word w, to A0, and then sendsthe message ena(w) returned by A0 immediately to Ak�1, one an add a \ounter"to the output messages. That is, A0 outputs ena(aw) instead of ena(w), A1 onlyaepts a message if it is of this form and outputs ena(aaw), and so forth.36



8 ConlusionWe have introdued a generi protool model for analyzing the seurity of open-ended protools, i.e., protools with open-ended data strutures, and investigated thedeidability of di�erent instanes of this model. In two instanes, reeive-send ationsare modeled by sets of rewrite rules. We have shown that in these instanes, seurityis undeidable. These results indiated that to obtain deidability, prinipals shouldonly have �nite memory and should not be able to ompare messages of arbitrary size.This motivated our transduer-based model, whih omplies to these restritions, butstill aptures ertain open-ended protools. We have shown that in this model seurityis deidable and PSPACE-hard; it remains to establish a tight omplexity bound.While in this paper we have onentrated on the shared key setting and sereyproperties, we onjeture that our results arry over rather easily to publi key en-ryption and authentiation.As pointed out in Setion 5.1, a promising future diretion is to ombine thetransduer-based model with the models for losed-ended protools and to devise treetransduers suitable for desribing reeive-send ations. We will also try to inorpo-rate omplex keys, sine they are used in many protools. We believe that the prooftehniques devised in this paper will help to show deidability also in the more pow-erful models. Finally, enouraged by the work that has been done for losed-endedprotools, the long-term goal of the work started here is to develop tools for automativeri�ation of open-ended protools, if possible by integrating the new algorithms intoexisting tools.Aknowledgement I thank Thomas Wilke for many helpful omments on thiswork, and Cathrine Meadows for pointing me to the paper by Pereira and Quisquater.Referenes[1℄ R.M. Amadio and W. Charatonik. On name generation and set-based analysisin Dolev-Yao model. Tehnial Report RR-4379, INRIA, 2002.[2℄ R.M. Amadio, D. Lugiez, and V. Vanak�ere. On the symboli redution of pro-esses with ryptographi funtions. Tehnial Report RR-4147, INRIA, 2001.[3℄ G. Ateniese, M. Steiner, and G. Tsudik. Authentiated group key agreement andfriends. In Proeedings of the 5th ACM Conferene on Computer and Communi-ation Seruity (CCS'98), pages 17{26, San Franiso, CA, 1998. ACM Press.[4℄ J. Bryans and S.A. Shneider. CSP, PVS, and a Reursive Authentiation Pro-tool. In DIMACS Workshop on Formal Veri�ation of Seurity Protools, 1997.[5℄ J.A. Bull and D.J. Otway. The authentiation protool. Tehnial ReportDRA/CIS3/PROJ/CORBA/SC/1/CSM/436-04/03, Defene Researh Ageny,Malvern, UK, 1997. 37
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the server are distributed among the prinipals by sending messages to the prinipalsin reverse order, i.e., S �rst sends a message (ontaining all the keys) to C, C extratshis key, and sends the remaining message to B, who does the same, and sends theremaining message to A. More preisely, the messages exhanged are of the followingform.Prinipal A �rst sends a message to B:1. A! B : hashKa(ABNa�),where Ka is a long-term key shared between A and S, Na is a fresh none generatedby A, and \�" indiates that this message started the protool run. In this messageA indiates that she requests a session key from the server for seure ommuniationwith B. Now, B sends something similar to C but with A's message instead of \�",indiating that he wants to share a session key with C.2. B ! C : hashKb(BCNbhashKa(ABNa�)).This step an be repeated as many times as desired, yielding an ever-growing stak ofrequests. The proess is terminated if one prinipal ontats S. In this example, weassume that C does not request another session key, and therefore, sends the messagereeived from B to S.3. C ! S : hashK(CSNhashKb(BCNbhashKa(ABNa�))).This message is now proessed by S. The outer two hashes indiate that C has alled Sand was alled by B. Therefore, the server generates fresh keys Ks and Kb, intendedto be used as a session key between C and S, and between B and C, respetively. ThenS prepares erti�ates enK(KsSN) and enK(KbBN), whih together with theerti�ates prepared later will be sent to C. Note that the key Ks is redundant sineC and S already share a key. But inluding it allows to treat the last prinipal in thehain like all others, exept the �rst, who only reeives one session key.Having dealt with C's request the server disards the outer level and proeedswith the message hashKb(BCNbhashKa(ABNa�)). It says that B has alled Cand was alled by A, so the server prepares two erti�ates enKb(KbCNb) andenKb(KabANb). Note that Kb is the same key sent to C, and Kab is a fresh keygenerated by the server.It remains to proess the message hashKa(ABNa�). It indiates that A requests asession key for ommuniation with B, and beause it ontains \�", A must have initi-ated the protool run. Thus, the server prepares only one erti�ate: enKa(KabBNa),where Kab is the same key as the one sent to B.Having prepared all neessary erti�ates, the server sends all of them to C. (Theline break in the following message is only for layout purposes and does not have anymeaning in the protool.)4. S ! C :enK(KsSN)enK(KbBN)enKb(KbCNb)enKb(KabANb)enKa(KabBNa)Prinipal C aepts the �rst two erti�ates, extrats the two session keys, and for-wards the rest of the message to its predeessor in the hain. Then, B does the same,and forwards the last erti�ate to A: 40



S
C enKb (KbCNb)enK(KsSN)enK(KbBN)enKb (KabANb)enKa(KabBNa)

A
B hashK(CSNhashKb(BCNbhashKa(ABNa�)))enKb(KbCNb)enKb(KabBNb)enKa(KabBNa)hashKb(BCNbhashKa(ABNa�))enKa(KabBNa) hashKa(ABNa�)

Figure 1: The Reursive Authentiation Protool5. C ! B :enKb(KbCNb)enKb(KabANb)enKa(KabBNa)6. B ! A :enKa(KabBNa)Note that in steps 4 to 6, a prinipal just extrats his part of the message and simplyforwards the rest. For the analysis of the protool, one an therefore assume thatevery prinipal only reads his own erti�ates { the intruder an do the forwardinginstead. This is how the protool will be modeled in Appendix B.B Modeling the Reursive Authentiation ProtoolWe now provide a formal desription of the reursive authentiation protool in thetransduer-based model. To this end, we �rst need to simplify the messages exhangedbetween the prinipals (Appendix B.1). We then present the message transduers forthe agents (Appendix B.2), i.e., all prinipals exept the server, and in Appendix B.3for the server.In what follows, let P0; : : : ; Pn be the prinipals partiipating in the reursiveauthentiation protool. We assume that Pn = S is the server. Every Pi, i < n,shares a long-term key Ki with S. The none sent by Pi in the request message isdenoted Ni, i < n.B.1 Simpli�ed MessagesIn order to use message transduers to model the prinipals, we simplify the messagesexhanged. In the original protool, as desribed in Appendix A, request messageshave the form hashKil�1 (xl�1hashKil�2 (xl�2 � � � hashKi0 (x0) � � �);where hashK(m) := hash(Km)m. For l = 2, this yieldshash(Ki1x1hash(Ki0x0)x0)x1hash(Ki0x0)x0:The server S would hek whether the hashes are taken over the orret messages,that is, the �rst hash in the message is really taken over Ki1 plus the plain text41



x1hash(Ki0x0)x0, and in this plain text the hash is really omputed from the messageKi0x0. For growing l, the hashes are taken over messages of growing size. Thus, theserver needs unbounded memory to hek whether the hash is orret: It would �rstread the message inside the hash, and then ompare it to the plain text message.However, a transduer has only �nite memory, thus annot perform this task. Wehave disussed this problem in Setion 5.1. To deal with it, we an proeed in twodiretions.1. We �x l, and a transduer only aepts messages with the nesting depth of thehashes restrited by l.2. A prinipal simply assumes, without heking, that plain text and hash math.The �rst alternative means that the reursive authentiation protool, whih is anopen-ended protool, is \approximated" by a losed-ended protool. To this approx-imation one ould apply known formal methods. However, one would risk to misssome attaks, whih may have been possible in the open-ended setting.In the seond approah, the restrited omputational power of prinipals may leadto additional suessful attaks. However, the absene of an attak guarantees thatalso with more powerful prinipals there is no attak. Therefore, we will follow thisapproah. In fat, the whole point of using transduers is to model prinipals aeptingmessages with an unbounded number of data �elds.Now, sine transduers annot hek whether hash and plain text math, we dis-ard the plain text altogether and only onsider request messages of the following,simpler form: hash(Kil�1xl�1hash(Kil�2xl�2 � � � hash(Ki0x0) � � �): (5)A prinipal Pi, i < n, given an input message of the form (5) will return a messageof the form xlhash(Kixlhash(Kil�1xl�1hash(Kil�2xl�2 � � � hash(Ki0x0) � � �)), i.e., xl issent in plain text, beause otherwise the intruder ould not get hold of the request mes-sage. Note that in the reursive authentiation protool as desribed in AppendixA,the requests (e.g., \BCNb") are also sent in plain text (together with the messageauthentiation ode).In what follows, we show how the prinipals Pi, i � n, are modeled by extendedmessage transduers. The set of atomi messages is N := fPi j i � ng [ fKi j i <ng [ fNi j i < ng [ fKjj0 j j < n; j0 � ng [ f�g. The initial intruder knowledge Kontains all the prinipal names plus the symbol \�" and the empty word ". Oneould also add keys Ki and nones Ni in ase the intruder ontrols Pi.B.2 The Extended message transduer of the AgentsWe now de�ne the extended message transduer Ai for Pi, i < n. The states ofthe transduer onsist of three omponents. The �rst takes the values request, opy,key, and aept, indiating whih step is performed: request means that Pi sends hisrequest message. If the message onsists of nested hashes, it is neessary to opy thereeived message. This is done in state opy. In state key, Pi waits for the response42



message and extrats the session keys. Then Pi proeeds to state aept. In the seondomponent Pi stores the name of the prinipal who wants to share a session key withPi. Analogously, the third omponent takes the name of the prinipal Pi has alled.The latter two omponents have value ?, if the neessary information is not availableyet.In what follows, to inrease readability, a transition (p; v; w; q) is written in thefollowing form: p vw > qThe transduer Ai ontains the following transitions, whih are labeled with words(instead of only single letters or " as required for message transduers) in order tosimplify the presentation:81. Pi initiates a protool run and alls Pj0 : For every j0 � n,(request;?;?) "PiPj0Nihash(KiPiPj0Ni�) > (key;?; Pj0);2. Pi is alled by Pj and alls Pj0 : For every j < n, j0 � n, a0; a1 2 N ,(request;?;?) hash(a0PjPia1PiPj0Nihash(KiPiPj0Nihash(a0PjPia1 > (opy; Pj ; Pj0);3. Pi opies the rest of the input message: For every j < n, j0 � n, a 2 �N ,(opy; Pj ; Pj0) aa > (opy; Pj ; Pj0);4. Pi onludes his request message with \)": For every j < n, j0 � n,(opy; Pj ; Pj0) ") > (key; Pj ; Pj0);5. Pi, who initiated the protool run, expets one erti�ate ontaining the sessionkey for ommuniation with Pj . The output message ena(seret) is used tohek whether the intruder an get hold of a: For every j0 � n and a 2 N ,(key;?; Pj0) enKi(aPj0Ni)ena(seret) > (aept;?;?);6. Pi reads the two erti�ates ontaining the session keys for ommuniation withPj and Pj0 : For every j < n, j0 � n, and a0; a1 2M,(key; Pj ; Pj0) enKi(a0Pj0Ni)enKi(a1PjNi)ena0(seret)ena1(seret) > (aept;?;?):8Note that words read/written in one transition are not neessarily messages, i.e., the number ofparenthesis may be unbalaned. 43



To omplete the de�nition of the extended message transduer, it remains to speifysubsets I0; I1; I2 of the state spae: I0 := f(request;?;?)g, I1 := f(key; Pj ; Pj0) j j <n; j0 � ng, I2 := f(aept;?;?)g.Sine the transduer de�ned so far is a transduer with word-transitions, we needto turn it into one with letter transitions. For all transitions, exept the ones in2., this is done as in the proof of Lemma 7. For the transitions in 2., one �rstoutputs hash(KiPiPj0Ni (letter by letter) and then simultaneously reads and writeshash(a0PjPia1 (letter by letter). Thus, the outer hash is written before the innerhashes are read/written. If in 2. �rst the input was read and then the output (assuggested in the proof of Lemma 7), then when Ai performs transition 4. the losingparenthesis for the outer hash hash(KiPiPj0Ni written in 2. would be written afterthe last losing parenthesis of the input. Thus, if the input is ompletely written,the output up to this point would not be a message. But this would violate theseond property for message transduers. Nevertheless, if in 2. the transitions aretranslated into transitions with letters as explained above, one an easily hek thatthe onditions for message transduers (f. De�nition 8) are satis�ed.Finally, we remark that in the model for Pi we have assumed that a prinipal anhek whether a message is atomi. Thus, we have a restrited kind of typing. Forexample, in transition 2. the prinipal Pi only aepts the outer hash if a0 and a1are atomi messages. If keys and nones ould be arbitrary messages, the transduerould not parse the nested hashes orretly.B.3 The Extended Message Transduer of the ServerWe de�ne the extended message transduer An for the server Pn = S. The statesonsist of three omponents. The �rst takes the values start, read, readpar, and aept.In the state start, An reads the �rst symbols of the message, heks whether thismessage is really addressed to S, and generates the �rst erti�ates. In state read,An proesses the rest of the requests. At the end, An needs to read remaining losingparentheses. This is done in state readpar. If everything is ok, S goes into the stateaept. In the seond omponent, An memorizes whose erti�ates are to be generated,and the third omponent stores the orresponding none.The transitions in An, again labeled with words, are spei�ed as follows:1. S reads the �rst request and generates the orresponding erti�ate: For everya 2 N , (start;?;?) hash(KiPiSaenKi(KinSa) > (read; Pi; a);2. Pi has initiated the protool run, and therefore, no additional erti�ate needsto be generated: For every i < n and a 2 N ,(read; Pj ; a) �" > (readpar;?;?);3. The remaining erti�ate for Pi is generated and a new one for Pi0 : For every44



i; i0 < n and a0; a1 2 N ,(read; Pi; a0) hash(Ki0Pi0Pia1enKi(Ki0iPi0a0)enKi0 (Ki0iPia1) > (read; Pi0 ; a1);4. The remaining losing parentheses are read:(readpar;?;?) )" > (readpar;?;?);5. S is done if the last losing parenthesis is read:(readpar;?;?) )" > (aept;?;?):Sine S only performs a single ation, we only need to de�ne two sets I0 and I1:I0 := f(start;?;?)g, I1 := f(aept;?;?)g. If An is turned into a transduer withletter transitions as in the proof of Lemma 7, it is easy to see that (An)I0;I1 is amessage transduer. In partiular, the two onditions imposed on message transduersare satis�ed.Just as in Setion B.2, we assume that S an hek whether a message is atomi.For instane in 1., S only aepts the outer hash if a is atomi.Finally, note that the nones sent by the prinipals to S must be stored by Sbeause they may our in two erti�ates. That is, S must opy submessages. Asexplained in Setion 5.1, beause of the �nite memory of transduers, this is onlypossible if the submessages to be opied have bounded size. Therefore, S, as modeledhere, assumes nones to be atomi.
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